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BEATING WINTER BACK
Keeping runways, taxiways and aircraft stands free of snow and
ice is no easy matter and couldn’t be done without the help of some
pretty sophisticated machines

E

ggiwil, Switzerland-headquartered Zaugg AG describes itself as a world leader in the development,
design and production of snow clearance machines
and vehicles for airports as well as roads, railways and
the preparation of ski slopes.
According to Adrian Jezzone, Zaugg Airport Equipment
sales manager, the manufacturer’s products are best known for
quality, exceptional operational dependability, unsurpassed
working comfort and above-average working life. Moreover,
he says, constant innovation and ﬂexibility to adapt to changing customer needs has enabled the company to grow strongly
over recent years and it now employs a workforce of approximately 170 people.
Its product range was signiﬁcantly enhanced in May 2010
when it acquired the Rolba self-propelled snow blowers of fellow Swiss business Bucher Municipal, not only expanding its
own portfolio of snow ploughs and blowers but also ensuring
the continued existence of the very well-known Swiss Rolba
brand.
Zaugg is also making ongoing improvements to the range.
It has, for example, re-designed the former Bucher Rolba model
to launch the Rolba 5000 self-propelled snow blower for heavyduty runway snow clearance at major airports. With a snowclearing capacity of 8,000 tons per hour, a casting distance of
up to 50 metres and a clearing path of 3 metres, it also beneﬁts

Adrian Jezzone of
Eggiwil-headquartered
manufacturer Zaugg

from having the cab placed directly over the vehicle’s snowclearing head. The ﬁrst of the new units is in operation now at
Finland’s Helsinki Airport.
The Rolba 5000 is just the latest Zaugg offering – one in
ten of the company’s employees work in research and development (R&D), Jezzone informs. “At the moment, we are focusing on the Rolba snow blowers, the introduction of (equipment
meeting) the new standards in engine exhaust emissions and
enhancements for our airport snow sweepers.”
OPERATIONAL CHANGES
Because of evolving weather conditions throughout the
world as well as ever-increasing time pressures to remove
snow on airport runways and taxiways, the methods of clearing that snow have changed drastically, and so too has the
equipment used, Jezzone believes.
Even the snow has changed consistency! “In certain areas,
where you have been used to dealing with nice powder snow,
today you are forced to remove slush or even ice,” he explains.
“This requires a very aggressive way of snow clearing. The machines have become much larger and much more powerful.
Time is money – when air operations have to be shut down,
everybody is losing lots of money, a situation that has to be
avoided under any circumstances.”
This isn’t all bad news, especially for Zaugg and other
equipment manufacturers, apparently – many worried airports
are buying more equipment than necessary to be ready for the
worst-case scenario. “That’s why Zaugg is steadily improving,
designing and developing its equipment in this direction: to
meet those new challenges,” Jezzone says.
Like many other GSE manufacturers, whether of snow
clearing or other equipment types, Zaugg offers re-sales of
Continued on page 2
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second-hand machines. It has also developed the after-sales and maintenance
side of its offering. Certainly the company regards itself as the maintenance
expert in terms of its own machines and, as such, it can either sell its maintenance expertise or train the customer to handle the servicing and maintenance of the equipment it has purchased.
With regard to the latter, “this has the advantage that they get ﬁrst-hand
knowledge of how to do the job and it is not necessary for them to involve
any third party. It is certainly a big beneﬁt for the customer,” Jezzone insists.
Of course, this option isn’t always possible for every client – they may not
have engineers on the payroll at all, for example – in which case, the former
option offers a degree of safety, he notes, given that Zaugg will ensure highquality maintenance in comparison to another contractor which may not be
familiar with the equipment.

Snow clearance at Calgary
International Airport
Roy McLeod, director,
airside services at Calgary
International Airport (below)

SCANDINAVIAN EXPERTISE
Norway’s Overaasen is another major supplier of airport snow-removal
equipment. Indeed, for decades it has focused on the provision of snowclearing machines to the airport market and, according to managing
director and owner Thor Overaasen, it supplies more snow blowers and
sweepers to airport authorities than any other manufacturer.
Being Norwegian is itself an advantage, he believes, bringing with it a certain innate degree of expertise and know-how as regards managing snow
clearance. Overaasen’s wide range of machines all offer certain advantages in terms of performance and reliability (and consequent low life-cycle costs), while being comparatively
simply to operate, its managing director says.
Like Zaugg’s Jezzone, Overaasen considers that innovation is crucial for a company active in this market –
“It’s vital to stay one step ahead of the competition,” he
says. Also critical is the need to maintain close contact
with customers and end users, and it was in response
to customer requirements that towards the end of
last year the company launched its new Performance
Line range of snow removal units.
Offering what Overaasen describes as “futuristic
design and technology”, the range meets the latest
emission standards for EU Stage IV engines and comes
equipped with upgraded hydraulic and electric power

and control systems. The Performance Line incorporates the
new RS 200 runway sweeper, RS 400 runway sweeper, RSC
compact runway sweeper and the TV 1000 snow blower.
THE SCALE OF THE TASK
Even with the very best of equipment, snow clearance
is a massive job for many airports, small and large,
around the world. North America gets its fair share of
snow and, during a normal winter storm that lasts for
12 or so hours, the snow clearance team at Bangor International Airport in Maine would generally clear the
runway about 10 to 12 times, explains the gateway’s
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Airside also meets Steve Szalay, dnata’s general
manager ground services manager at London
Heathrow, who talks about the impressive job that he
and the wider dnata management team have done at
the London gateway for the rapidly expanding Dubaiheadquartered handler, and chats with Jon Dutton,
aviation business manager for the UK Met Ofﬁce, about
how his team can help mitigate the effects of our everchanging weather.
The magazine ends as usual with
our regular look at news over the past
couple of months in Airside update.
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The Zaugg units (left) are
very good equipment, wellmanufactured, efﬁcient, and
strongly built,” says Francis
Graber, adjoint chef service
piste (assistant runway
services manager) at Geneva
International Airport (below)

airﬁeld maintenance supervisor, Marty Kelly (also known,
somewhat less ofﬁcially, as the airport’s ‘snow boss’).
“On a normal winter season we average about 90-100
inches of snow,” he continues. But some winters have produced well over 150 inches of snow, while others have
produced less than 50. “Last winter (2013-14), we experienced 11 ice events, which made it extremely challenging for the snow team,” although Kelly adds that
there is no feeling amongst his team that storms have
got any worse because of global warming. The airport
ploughs approximately 380 acres (more than 1.5 million square metres) of pavement and concrete, an
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area that includes the runway, taxiways and ramp.
To the west of Bangor, the challenge is equally severe: “Calgary International Airport experiences extreme weather due to our proximity to the
eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains and our elevation of 1,084 metres,”
explains Roy McLeod, director, airside services at the Canadian gateway.
“Due to these factors we can see temperatures rise or fall +/- 20 degrees
Celsius in just a day,” he observes. “These extremes play havoc with any
levels of humidity in the atmosphere. In recent years, our precipitation has
come earlier in the winter than usual (October to January) and the 2013-14
winter season saw snowfalls over double the 10-year average for December.”
During heavier snow events, the airport will block maintenance windows as frequently as every 60 minutes to allow for runway clearing. And
the total area to be cleared in massive: Calgary International Airport has
719,000 square metres of runway surface, 1.155 million square metres
of taxiway surface and 400,000 square metres of apron surface that are
cleared on a priority basis.
Europe, too, has harsh winters and Switzerland sees plenty of snow. Francis Graber, adjoint chef service piste (assistant runway services manager) at
Switzerland’s Geneva International Airport, explains that the snow clearance
team at the gateway will on a typical winter’s day normally clear runways
and taxiways between three and ﬁve times. The stands are cleared
once or twice a day, not more.
Heavy falls in Geneva can amount to 30 centimetres of
snow in just 24 hours. “When it snows, we start to clean
non-stop until everything is cleared because after a snow
event we get a lot of north-east winds coming with cold
weather, and if it’s not clean everything freezes,” Graber remarks. Geneva may not have the land area to
clear of Bangor or Calgary, but there’s still much to
be done – 195,000 square metres of runway, 190,557
square metres of taxiway and 596,100 square metres
of apron have to be cleared. Aircraft parking areas
add another 107,835 square metres.
CLEARING THE DECKS
A snow clearance team will generally follow a
priority map of the airﬁeld. Bangor’s Kelly explains: “Generally speaking, the runway and
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Climate change felt in
southern Germany
IN WINTER, southern Germany’s Munich International Airport typically
performs snow clearances between once and eight times each day.
According to the gateway’s operator – Flughafen München GmbH (FMG)
– it is feeling the effects of climate change. Extreme weather events are
more frequent. Continuous snowfall is rare, but Munich is experiencing
large amounts of snow within shorter periods, Munich’s head of winter
operations, Alfons Breiteneicher explains.
An area (including runways, taxiways, aprons and roads) of about
4 million square meters has to be cleared. As many as 540 people can
be involved in one way or another over a season, Breiteneicher says,
including 80 FMG employees and 460 employees from 22 different
contractors. The 80 FMG employees consist of three full time FMG
workers, 37 employees performing snow removal in addition to their own
work (ofﬁce workers, clerks, electricians, and so on) and 40 temporary
employees with unlimited and ﬁxed-term contracts.
A large ﬂeet of vehicles is available for that big team’s use this coming
2014-15 winter season. Just for the runways and taxiways, Munich has 24
air blast (blower) sweepers, six trucks equipped with snow ploughs, two
sprayers, two multi-use de-icers and one granulate spreader.
For the apron and other surfaces, FMG can turn to 88 tractors with
snow ploughs and sweepers, three multi-use de-icers and one small truck
with a snow plough, sprayer and spreader.
Finally, for what FMG describes as ‘snow transport’, ie the collection
and transport of the snow from apron, taxiways and runways to areas of
disposal, it operates seven snow loaders and 30 trucks, as well as two snow
cats and ﬁve wheel loaders.
Last year, FMG purchased three new snow loaders, while for the next
winter season it is taking delivery of nine new blower sweepers, each with
a clearing width of 5 metres per vehicle.
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taxiways are regarded as having the highest priority and it is with them
that the work will begin. Once the runway and taxiways are deemed safe
by the snow boss, the ramp and other areas will be next. However, the
snow team generally has one employee who is always on the ramp ploughing around the gates. Bangor will use Federal Aviation Administrationapproved sand for the airﬁeld but will turn to potassium acetate if the
sand has not improved the surfaces.”
Dry snow is the easiest to remove, he considers. Wet snow and ice are more
difﬁcult, but during storm events the team cannot afford to let the snow build
up to more than an inch in depth. “We continually plough and scrape the
operational areas during the storms and it becomes repetitive,” he remarks.
At Calgary: “Due to the tremendous variables that we face with weather
here, we have a snow plan which allows for signiﬁcant ﬂexibility in the plan
of attack by our airﬁeld supervisors,” McLeod informs. “We have identiﬁed
priority surfaces that coincide with our runway conﬁguration and predominant taxi routes for that conﬁguration. We also strongly believe in a collaborative decision-making methodology, so we activate our Snow Desk when
moderate snowfall is forecast (we monitor multiple forecasts), which brings
all of our key stakeholders into an operations centre so that live decisions can
be made with all parties in real time.”
Like Kelly, McLeod notes that the largest challenge comes from heavy
wet snow, which most commonly falls in the early autumn (September or
October) and late spring (April and May). The storms that can create such
conditions are not uncommon and usually come with little notice other than
‘a chance of rain or snow’, he says.
Airports’ snow teams can differ radically in size depending on the scale
of the meteorological challenge and the size and operational intensity of the
gateway. During the winter months, Bangor operates two shifts that work up
to 12 hours when necessary. Each shift consists of between 11 and 13 employees. Plus, the gateway will bring on about six seasonal employees during the
winter operations.
Calgary International Airport has 32 airﬁeld equipment operators working in two rotating shifts of 16 personnel. The mix is roughly 50% seasonal
and 50% full time, the latter continuing to work at the gateway year-round
(with summer maintenance work including tasks such as airﬁeld paint markings renewal, grass cutting and pavement repair and patching).
Meanwhile, Geneva operates on 12-hour shifts and needs from 25 up to 50
people, depending on the intensity of the event.

“Bangor will use
Federal Aviation
Administrationapproved sand
for the airﬁeld
but will turn to
potassium acetate
if the sand has
not improved the
surfaces”
Marty Kelly, airﬁeld maintenance
supervisor, Bangor International
Airport, Maine

HEAVY MACHINERY
Those snow clearance teams operate some impressive equipment, manufactured by the likes of Zaugg, Overaasen and US manufacturer Oshkosh.
Supporting the team at Bangor is a ﬂeet of seven Oshkosh 20-foot ploughs,
two Oshkosh high-speed blowers and two Cat loaders with 30-foot blades.
In just the past two years, the airport has purchased two Oshkosh sweepers, a Tyler Ice 4000 gallon de-icing truck and an Oshkosh roll-over plough
to clear around airﬁeld lighting units.
Calgary’s snow clearance team operates six Vammas PSB 5500 sweeper
units, nine Airport Technologies Inc Sno-Maulers pulling Wausau Model 5222
tow brooms, ﬁve John Deere 744-K loaders with 10-metre ramp hog blades,
ﬁve Oshkosh H Series snow blowers, one Hagie agricultural sprayer used
for liquid chemical application and one Epoke spreader for dispersing dry
chemicals (with pre-wet). It also makes use of Freightliners with 3-metre back
plough blades, giving the airport team what McLeod describes as “great ﬂexibility depending on conditions”.
The Sno-Mauler/Wausau 5222 units were purchased as recently as 2013,
as were two new 744-K loaders, and in 2014 two more new H Series Oshkosh
snow blowers were ordered.
Boschung is another one of the big suppliers of airport snow clearing equipment. Since last year, Geneva Airport has employed 12 Boschung Jetbrooms
for snow clearance, favoured because they are “very compact and we have a
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Maine, USA’s Bangor International Airport has
some harsh winter weather with which its large
ﬂeet of snow clearance vehicles must cope

The team will not only de-ice
when it becomes absolutely
necessary, but will begin
the process – in proactive,
cautionary fashion – as soon
as temperatures fall below
o
3 C and there is any danger of
ice forming
Niall Maloney, airport operations director,
Shannon Airport Authority explains

lack of space”, Graber says. Boschung units are also used at
Geneva for de-icing.
Plus, a total of 10 Zaugg snow ploughs of various sizes and
a Zaugg snow blower are used for keeping the apron clear of
snow. The Swiss gateway also employs ﬁve Rolba 3000s. “The
Zaugg units are very good equipment, well-manufactured, efﬁcient, and strongly buillt,” Graber asserts. Moreover, he also
points to the company’s history of innovation and high-quality costumer service. Having bought 10 Boschung Jetbrooms
over the past four years, there are no plans to acquire any
more for the foreseeable future however.
SHANNON’S EXPERIENCE
Just as important as snow clearance to the maintenance
of safe operations at any airport in challenging wintry
conditions is the need to keep runway, taxiway and
aircraft stand surfaces free of ice. The Irish gateway of
Shannon is in the fortunate position of rarely facing signiﬁcant quantities of snowfall – its location at sea level
and the close proximity of the offshore Atlantic Gulf
Stream helping in that regard – but ice does represent a
potential problem in the winter months.
Thought the airport might only get half an inch of
snow or more only once every 10 years or so, temperatures
can not uncommonly fall below minus 50C, explains Shannon Airport Authority’s airport operations director, Niall
Maloney. When combined with precipitation, the dangers
of icing are very real.
The winter of 2009-10 was particularly harsh right
across Europe, and it also struck the west coast of Ireland
with full force. While Shannon coped well and remained
open throughout the cold months, lessons were learned.
The airport has switched to potassium acetate, for example, as its preferred de-icing chemical, while it also invested in new spraying equipment as well as new vehicle
units both to clear snow and to de-ice pavement areas. The
capriciousness of weather patterns being what they are,
much of that equipment hasn’t had to be used since, but it
remains usefully in reserve.
DEDICATED TEAM
Shannon is an international airport, and one that operates 24 hours a day. By the standards of some others,
though, it is relatively small and without huge ﬁnancial
resources. But its small snow and ice team does dedicated work, Maloney points out, its members not only deicing when necessary during regular daytime working
hours but also being on call during the hours of darkness to offer their skills as required.
Furthermore, he explains, the team will not only de-ice
when it becomes absolutely necessary, but will begin the process – in proactive, cautionary fashion – as soon as temperatures fall below 30C and there is any danger of ice forming.
De-icing of surfaces is prioritised, in the order of Shannon’s 3.2km asphalt runway, followed by taxiways, aircraft
stands, passenger walkways and ﬁnally landside paved areas, with aircraft safety of course always being the number
one priority. Friction testing is carried out by the airport’s
ﬁre service to ensure that the relevant paved areas are at
all times safe for aircraft operations.
Given that in snowy weather Shannon’s ﬂying operations can actually increase in intensity – as aircraft are diverted from landing at more heavily affected airports nearby – clearly the gateway has a handle on the challenges of
a harsh Irish winter. Q
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The forecast is for clear
skies ahead… ideally
Jon Dutton, aviation business manager for the UK Met Ofﬁce, explains the critical role that the forecaster plays in ensuring the
nation’s aviation operations remain safe from the worst of the weather

D

utton and his team at the UK Met Ofﬁce provide a wide range
of services for the UK aviation community, primarily its airports but also airlines and other agencies. All those services
rely on the expertise of the Met Ofﬁce’s approximately 2,000
employees – about 1,200 of whom work at its base in Exeter, Devon – and
the bewildering array of equipment and technology it brings to the 21st
Century business of weather data collection and forecasting.
The Met Ofﬁce is ofﬁcially what is known as a Trading Fund. Although
it has certain set responsibilities – vis-a-vis the aviation industry these
relate to its commitments to act as a service provider on behalf of the
UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and are carried out in accordance with
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) regulations – it is also
expected to provide a commercial return on its work. This it does in the
aviation sector by providing speciﬁc services to a wide range of customers
in the form of in-depth information and advice, sometimes supplied by
Met Ofﬁce employees embedded in a client’s own operation.
Its basic commitments and core responsibilities involve offering forecasts and warnings for the nation’s airports (and,
by extension, the carriers that use those gateways). Thus,
Dutton explains, it offers Terminal Area Forecasts
(TAFs) to approximately 55 UK airports. The TAFs are
provided to airports large and small, taking in the

full range of operational intensity from London Heathrow to Stornoway
in the Outer Hebrides. The TAFs incorporate such data as wind conditions,
visibility and cloud base; in other words, the sort of meteorological conditions knowledge of which is vital to safe and effective ﬂight planning.
They might include weather forecasts for as far as 30 hours’ in advance.
The Met Ofﬁce also provides airﬁeld weather warnings for 108 UK airports. This data relates to snowfall, frost, severe winds and so on, meteorological hazards of huge importance to airport operators and their airline
visitors.
Low-level weather charts are supplied as part of the Met Ofﬁce core service, as is a range of data related to upper atmosphere ﬂying conditions.
Indeed, the UK Met Ofﬁce, known in this role as a World Area Forecast
Centre (WAFC), is one of only two in the world (the other is in Kansas in
the US) to offer such information on conditions in the atmosphere above
about 25,000 feet – data that is, again, vital for effective ﬂight planning
for the world’s commercial airlines. Together, WAFC London (based,
somewhat paradoxically, in Exeter) and WAFC Washington (in
Kansas!) cover the entire globe, while each can also step in to
cover the entire world’s higher atmosphere should the
other centre go down. The information is provided under an agreement with ICAO and is updated every
six hours.
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Another part of the Met Ofﬁce service for the aviation
industry is its role as one of the nine Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres (VAACs) in operation around the world. It will
track any volcanic eruptions and forecast the movement
and effect of any volcanic plumes – its area of responsibility in this regard includes Iceland, a not unimportant duty
of late.

01 2013

Low-level weather charts are
supplied as part of the Met Ofﬁce
core service, as is a range of data
related to upper atmosphere
ﬂying conditions

GLOBAL COVERAGE, BUT THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL
Sourcing data on weather conditions including air temperature, humidity, cloud, rainfall, wind speed and rainfall
right around the world from sources as varied as sea buoys,
ship reports, ground-based instruments, data collected
from commercially operating aircraft, satellites and even
the BAE 146 it jointly operates alongside the National Environment Research Council (NERC), the UK Met Ofﬁce has
to maintain a presence right around the world while also
working very closely with other national meteorological
agencies around the globe.
Not only must it cover the UK, it must also forecast for
locations as far aﬁeld as British Overseas Territories such
as the Falkland Islands, and even for the British Antarctic
Survey team based in the ﬁeld at Rothera in the cold of the
far south.
The UK Met Ofﬁce may employ 300 expert research
scientists, but the work of worldwide data collation and
forecasting couldn’t be achieved without their efforts being supported by massive computing power. The world’s
weather is modelled every six hours by super computers
at the Exeter headquarters of the Met Ofﬁce. The data collected and interpreted can be accessed by customers within
the aviation community at a price; but that price might
seem small, when compared to the effects on airﬁeld operations of severe weather. London Heathrow has chosen
to source as much of the Met Ofﬁce’s expertise as it can,
and has contracted with the agency to embed a team of
meteorological experts within its own operations for a period of not less than ﬁve years (see Airside Update of Airside
International, Autumn 2014 issue).
In this, and in other cases, as far as is possible the Met
Ofﬁce is looking to work “in partnership” with the aviation
community, Dutton notes. By collaborating closely – and
proactively – not just with airports, but also with airlines
and with NATS (the UK’s primary air navigation service provider), it seeks to minimise the disruption to aircraft operations through the UK caused by any severe weather events.
WARMER WEATHER
As for the future, well, for the Met Ofﬁce, global warming
is a fact, a trend backed up by statistical evidence, Dutton
insists. Certainly, in the UK, the trend is towards warmer
weather and the projection is that average annual temperatures will continue to rise.
Of course, no one is saying we won’t have cold winters, or even cold summers, on occasion, but understanding long-term weather trends is important for the aviation
community. Airports may well want to know for the sake
of long-term infrastructure or equipment investments,
for example. Low-lying gateways may be most concerned
about the risk of ﬂooding.
Thus, one aspect of the Met Ofﬁce’s role seems to relate to the need for accurate long-term forecasting – no
easy thing. Another priority for the agency is widening its
customer base, and it is looking outwards to foreign airlines active in British skies as well as seeking to work more
closely with carriers in regards to forecasting the weather
over areas other than British territory (very possibly, in
the latter case, working alongside partner organisations in
both the meteorological and aviation industries). Q
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EVEN WHEN SNOW
IS FALLING.

Clariant aviation products are used
to protect aircraft and runways from
ice and snow.

PRODUCTS THAT MAKE SURE AIR TRANSPORT REMAINS RELIABLE, EFFICIENT,
AND SAFE IN ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS: CLARIANT AVIATION.

In the air transport industry, water is encountered in all its states – as clouds, rain, or ice.
To make sure that ﬂights can still take off with snow and ice on the ground, Clariant
provides deicers such as Safewing® for aircraft and Safeway® for runways. These products
guarantee safe, efficient, and punctual operations even in unfavorable weather conditions.
Clariant draws on more than 40 years of experience in developing deicers. We make
continuous improvements and ensure that frost protection is based on sustainable
technology that is as environmentally friendly as possible.
WWW.AVIATION.CLARIANT.COM
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Shining a LIGHT
on changing
AGL technology
As airports right around the world switch to LED for their airﬁeld lighting
systems as fast as budgets allow, AGL designers and manufacturers are
already looking for the next technological breakthrough

A

DB Airﬁeld Solutions, the Zaventem, Belgium-based designer,
manufacturer and supplier of airﬁeld ground lighting (AGL)
equipment, was acquired by European private equity company
PAI Partners in the spring of 2013 and – according to ADB’s
CEO, Christian Onselaere – its new shareholders have offered excellent
support on many different levels. “The recent acquisition of (airport lighting system specialist) LUCEBIT and (another member of the LUCEBIT
Group) ERNI is proof of this, and we see the collaboration with PAI as a
real partnership for growth,” he insists.
When Doha’s new Hamad International Airport (HIA) opened for business earlier this year, it was a big day for many people and companies
involved, not least ADB. The AGL specialist has invested substantially in
a turnkey system at the new gateway. More than 45 ADB personnel are
currently deployed at the airport, and doing what Onselaere describes as
“a remarkable job” of handling the maintenance of the extensive AGL
complex at the airport.

POWERFUL.
EFFECTIVE.
ECO-FRIENDLY.
RUNWAY RUBBER
REMOVER.

QUICKLY AND SAFELY // Emulsifies Runway Rubber Making It SAFE for Landing Aircraft
TESTED AND CERTIFIED // McDonnell Douglas, Boeing, ASTM and EPA
IMPRESSIVE RESULTS // Scrubbing Method Utilizing Airport Brooms
or Low-Pressure Waterblasting Combination Method
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ADB was contracted to design, install, integrate and service more than
8,000 individual airﬁeld lights at HIA. And at the heart of that design process is being able to offer the very best in modern lighting technology. “As
an innovator, we constantly need to keep our ﬁnger on the pulse, be aware
of what new technologies are coming onto the market and how we can use
and integrate these in our current product portfolio or create completely
new airﬁeld products,” Onselaere remarks.
“We want to be seen as a master of the airﬁeld based on our clear
focus and 67 years of experience,” he continues. Working on a multitude
of technologies that improve the performance of current products, ADB
is also investigating possible successor systems to LED lighting, looking
for other, even more creative, solutions when designing for the future.
There are several possibilities: OLEDs (organic LEDs), remote phosphor
laser systems and high-density multichip LEDs are all regarded as having
particularly signiﬁcant potential.
In the meantime, the company is continuing to focus on maximising
the capability of current ADB products, while also working to extend their
operating lifespan and optimise their so-called MTBF (minimum time between failure).
Plus: “We are not only looking at airﬁeld lighting but also at innovative power solutions, as more and more customers are looking into other
solutions to power-speciﬁc functionalities on the airﬁeld. Our focus is on
testing new power solutions that decrease complexity and maximise the
energy efﬁciency of LEDs,” Onselaere reveals. But it doesn’t stop there:
visual guidance systems, signage and other capabilities are all currently
being reviewed to determine current and future needs.
While developments in LED lighting may now be evolutionary rather
than revolutionary, the growth in demand for airﬁeld LED systems has
been spectacular, as much over the past year as ever. “A few years ago we
would never have thought that the trend would be so rapid,” Onselaere
admits. More and more airports have committed to become CO2 neutral
and they are selecting technologies that are energy efﬁcient while also
looking to decrease the frequency of maintenance interventions in order
to minimise downtime and costs.”
Of course, most airports are not able to move to an all-LED environment immediately – the costs involved are signiﬁcant. Hence, the process
of AGL transition is linked to refurbishments, renovations or extensions,
but ADB is amongst the many AGL suppliers that has seen more and more
airports clearly convinced of the beneﬁts of LEDs – most notably, in the

“Our focus is on
testing new power
solutions that decrease
complexity and
maximise the energy
efﬁciency of LEDs”
Christian Onselaere, CEO of
ADB Airﬁeld Solutions (opposite)

Following your own path
THERE ARE numerous designers and manufacturers of airﬁeld lighting
equipment that don’t have the same scale of operations as companies
such as ADB and atg. One such is Holland-based Holland Aviation, which
specialises in portable airﬁeld lighting and heliport and helideck lighting,
as well as portable windsock assemblies.
It has chosen to compete in the niche area of portable lighting, one
example being its road-going trailer-mounted Portable Runway Lighting
Kit for up to 72 portable lights. According to sales account manager Terry
Lambourne, LED is certainly the future; to all intents and purposes, he
believes LED technology to have already replaced all other incandescent
and halogen light forms.
Holland Aviation is “steadily growing and following its own path in the
AGL sector”, he adds.

form of substantial energy savings (they offer a much higher MTBF than
halogen lights), lower maintenance costs, higher reliability and much better visibility.
RUNWAY INCURSIONS
Any efﬁcient system of AGL is going to minimise the frequency of runway
incursions, and thereby help to keep the airﬁeld safe. Recent incidents
at some key airports worldwide have illustrated the ongoing need for a
stronger focus on airﬁeld maintenance.
For example, at one major airport recently, part of the AGL system actually turned into a major FOD (foreign object debris) threat when lights
came loose, thereby offering the danger of the equipment being sucked
into an aircraft engine. And, once again this year, aircraft have been involved in near-collisions that could well have proved fatal as a result of
pilots taxiing across a runway without ATC clearance.

Premium solutions through Innovation
Schmidt airport technology - synonymous with high-tech machines designed to keep all the working areas
of airports operational.
Clearing, de-icing and cleaning; we offer innovative and tailor-made system solutions for every application.
Schmidt - One partner for all of your daily challenges!
Aebi Schmidt Deutschland GmbH
Albtalstraße 36, 79837 St. Blasien - Germany
Phone: + 49 7672 412 0, Fax: + 49 7672 412 230
info@aebi-schmidt.de, www.aebi-schmidt.com
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ADB’s Onselaere believes that these incidents point towards two very
critical areas of concern – one being the growing need for better management of all maintenance at airports such that occurrences of FOD can
be minimised, the other being the need for autonomous alerting systems
that are dynamic and that can prevent or mitigate runway incursions.
In the case of FOD, the resulting damage is estimated to cost the aerospace industry billions of dollars a year (to say nothing of the potential
danger to life and limb). “We believe this can be avoided with a scientiﬁcally structured and preventative approach to maintenance,” Onselaere
observes. With this in mind, ADB has developed its AirSide asset tracking
and management database solution, which he says builds on the extensive
ﬁeld expertise and in-depth understanding of ADB’s service engineers as
well as modern RFID tracing technology.
Meanwhile, to prevent runway incursions, ADB’s Sensor Controlled
Incursion Prevention System (SCIPS) automatically detects a runway
incursion and provides a targeted warning to the offending aircraft or
vehicle. SCIPS was recently trialled successfully at the UK’s Aberdeen
International Airport.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
ADB Airﬁeld Solutions is not the only technological innovator active in
the AGL segment. For instance: “Over the last 18 months atg has designed
and delivered several new and innovative AGL products to market for Cat
I, II and III civil airports, in addition to a specialised range of military products,” says Andy Sole, strategic development director at airﬁeld lighting
and control system specialist atg airports.
In particular, he considers: “The new LED IRIS inset range of luminaires has revolutionised atg airports’ AGL ﬁttings and is regarded as one
of the best, high-quality engineered products available.”
The IRIS LED inset ﬁtting is the only luminaire that uses a plug and
play optical cartridge design currently available on the market – providing
what atg considers the fastest and most effective maintenance operation
for airﬁeld engineering personnel to maintain airside ﬁttings and minimise operational costs. With an average of 72,000 hours luminescence
per ﬁtting, commonality of spare parts and huge investment in global
after-sales support, the company says that with this product it can deliver
“major savings in both power consumption and maintenance costs for

The MALMS Cleaner product forms one part
of a suite of MALMS testing, cleaning and
maintenance technologies

World’s most efﬁcient
one person operated deicers

Why settle for
anything less?

Safeaero

Trelleborg AB, Sweden
tel: +46 410-140 50 | fax: +46 410 451 25
sales@safeaero.com

www.safeaero.com
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Smarter and quicker
WITH MANY AIRPORTS having pared staff levels back and
all of them looking to maximise efficiencies, gateways
around the world are looking to do things smarter and
to do things better, observes Wayne Rolfe, sales and
marketing manager for Tailor Made Systems, the UK-based
company that offers the MALMS (Mobile Airfield Light
Monitoring System) photometric testing and measurement
product line to the aviation market.
And when it comes to the testing and maintenance of
airfield ground lighting, the MALMS package of products
enables airports to be both smart and efficient, Rolfe
insists. As well as the MALMS Mobile trailer-based system
for infield inspections, the integrated product line also
incorporates the MALMS Workshop tester for workshopbased testing of repaired lights, a trailer-mounted automated light cleaning system called MALMS Cleaner and
– bringing it all together – MALMS Engineer, a Windowsbased airfield lighting inspection and maintenance tool
that records and reports all relevant faults, maintenance
actions, inspection activities and torque measurement.
By means of radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
located on or near airfield lights, or simply by the inspectors using GPS tracking and an airport map, the identity
of individual lights can be identified; MALMS Engineer
can then record any faults picked up either visually or
by MALMS photometric inspection in relation to those
specific assets.
A maintenance schedule tool can be used as part of
the system, and can also be integrated into the airport’s
own safety management system as well as with the
airport’s asset management system. That capability is
crucial to airports today, Wolfe notes. MALMS Engineer
gives airports the assurance that all their lights are being
inspected in accordance with their own and/or national
or international regulatory requirements.
With the help of such accurate and systematic records
of inspections, serviceability and fault description, a
system of proactive maintenance can be put in place, he
explains. Such a programme will not only ensure less
downtime of individual lights but will also allow maintenance to take place at a time of choosing to the airport
authority – at night perhaps, rather than at operationally
busier times during the day.
The integrated MALMS package has proved a popular
concept. Dubai Airport, for example, is expanding its
inventory to include the full suite of MALMS products, as
is Doha International Airport. European gateways such
as Manchester, Dublin, Zurich and Luxembourg have all
expanded their range of MALMS products to incorporate
new ways of maintaining their airfield lights, while
MALMS customers further afield include Durban in South
Africa, Calgary, Montreal and Vancouver in Canada, and
Orlando in the US.
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One of atg airports’ IRIS LED
taxiway inset lights
Andy Sole is atg airports’
strategic development
director (below)

Under new management
ATG AIRPORTS INTRODUCED a new management structure at the start
of May this year. Almost six months in, the company has seen signiﬁcant
innovation and developments in its AGL products and its turnkey project
installation teams. New managing director Dave Watterson comments:
“Ultimately, the innovation and changes we are making are being driven
from working individually with our clients in a creative open process
and reacting to their needs of quality, cost, reliability and sustainability.
It’s been a challenge and a time of change but the results of close
collaboration are highly rewarding and motivating.”

“The innovation and changes we are
making are being driven from working
individually with our clients”
Dave Watterson, managing director

civil and military airports and airﬁelds across the globe”.
Furthermore, this coming January, atg is launching a new LED taxiway elevated fitting, while a new range of LED Clearway airfield signs
will follow. Both of these products, whilst retaining the highest
engineering standards, will offer airports competitively priced
equipment, Sole notes.
Moreover, he continues: “We are adopting new unique techniques in how we approach both the design and manufacture
of luminaires and AGL equipment, and combining this with
how our turnkey project and control system teams work
with airport stakeholders, and main contractors, to deliver the most efficient and competitive processes. Over
the past 12 months, atg airports has been engaged in an
open and creative process by working very closely and in a
collaborative manner with our clients to derive new ways to
make maintenance, installation, testing and commissioning

of AGL systems including procurement strategies that are breaking
new ground.”
It’s not all about ‘out with the old and in with the new’ though.
“Whilst LED is the newest luminaire innovation technology in the AGL
sector, atg airports understands that tungsten halogen ﬁttings remain at
approximately 90% of the world’s airports,” he says. As such, the company
is continuing to develop new products and spare parts to maintain atg
halogen ﬁttings. “We understand that not all airports will change to LED
and atg airports’ R&D continues to improve its tungsten halogen ﬁttings in terms of performance, maintenance cost reductions and
after-sales support.”
And atg airports certainly seems to be beneﬁting from
its strategy of innovating in the LED ﬁeld while continuing
to support older technologies. This year, the company has
sealed major contracts with the likes of RAF Waddington
(for AGL and control system equipment), London Gatwick
Airport (for taxiway rehabilitation), London Heathrow
(for a new LED Approach Lighting System), plus many
others in the UK and in overseas locations as diverse
as Australia, Bolivia, Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Nigeria, Poland, Romania and Taiwan. Q
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Who cares about T
GSE spares?
In an age when outsourcing is all the rage, most airlines and many airports have
sub-contracted many or all of their GSE-related operations – and if they haven’t, they
are probably actively considering it. Yet the provision of spare parts for GSE is a niche
within a niche – and a vital one to the global aviation industry, writes Chris Lewis

$LUVLGH*6(FDQSURYLGHWKHIROORZLQJHTXLSPHQWHLWKHUQHZRUUHIXUELVKHG
3DVVHQJHUVWDLUV÷:DWHUVHUYLFHXQLW÷7RLOHWVHUYLFHXQLW÷7RZEDUV
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here is one particular international company
that specialises in the provision of GSE spares –
Sage Parts. It is, as far as executive vice-president
Michael Bloomﬁeld knows, the only company in
this market sub-sector that operates all over the world,
employing around 400 people in its various ofﬁces.
He explains: “GSE spares is a very difﬁcult, small
niche segment of the aviation industry, with very low
volumes. It’s not organised, like the market for spares
for automobiles, or even aircraft. This is an industry in
which 100 units would be considered a big run.”
Sage can trace its origins back to 1969, when it started
out as a GSE maintenance and specialist products company that then found itself in the parts business. But on buying the company in 1998, Bloomﬁeld and partner Mark
Pollack – president and CEO – set about turning it into
a global supplier of GSE parts. “Back then, there really
wasn’t an aftermarket for GSE parts,” Bloomﬁeld says.
“There was for almost anything else – even things like
mobile phones or computers – but there wasn’t for GSE.”
Sage provides not just parts, but complete solutions,
he remarks. “We can be a single source, owning all the
inventory and providing personnel to manage them. It’s
very common for us to go into the major airlines, in the
US, Canada, Europe or Asia, and provide a complete GSE
spare parts department.”
Not only does this take away all of the administrative
burden for the customer, Bloomﬁeld insists, including
the headache of maintaining parts inventory and managing logistics, but as a GSE parts specialist, “we also
have a very aggressive cost reduction programme.” Because providing GSE parts is such a niche area, a company that can aggregate supplies in what is generally
a very low-volume business can offer considerable cost
savings over an airline or handler trying to source parts
itself, he points out.
The vast majority of the company’s work is in the
commercial civil aviation ﬁeld. It does a small amount
of business in the corporate jet area, but so far has not
considered moving into other market segments such as
military aviation – although maybe that could happen
one day, Bloomﬁeld remarks.
Sage’s service does not end with simply sourcing
parts – in some cases, it re-engineers components where
those supplied have been found lacking in some way.
Many of the parts used were actually originally designed
for other applications like mining, construction or materials-handling equipment. “The components chosen
are not necessarily best for the airport ramp, so we go
through a re-design process, for example for axles, gear
shifters, steering mechanisms or radiators. We’ve probably re-designed 2-3,000 different items now.”
Moving equipment about an airport might not seem
to be as arduous as say, a mine or a construction site, but
it does place particular demands on critical components.
For example, a lot of GSE components are not designed
to be left outside in all weathers. Rain, humidity, ultraviolet light, dust and exposure to chemicals such as deicing spray can all take their toll.
Signiﬁcant quantities of GSE are also in continuous
operation for long periods; nor is an axle designed for,
say, a forklift truck, necessarily up to the task of towing
a train of heavy baggage carts. Moreover, airside operatives’ main priority is to get aircraft quickly on their way,
not giving their GSE much tender loving care. “There
are no Sunday drivers on an airport,” as Bloomﬁeld puts
it. Sufﬁce to say that many of Sage Parts’ re-designs are
now sought by GSE manufacturers as components for
new equipment, he adds.
THE SOURCING CHALLENGE
Given that GSE is such a diverse area and that there are
so many manufacturers involved, often with very small
production runs, it might be thought that actually sourcing parts could be a challenge. However, this isn’t usually the case – in part because the GSE industry has borrowed so heavily from other industries, most items can
usually be fairly easily obtained.
Parts often tend to be locally sourced, which also
helps, and age isn’t necessarily a barrier to keeping GSE
working. Although major airports frequently do have
strict age limits for their equipment inventories, most
GSE is fairly rugged and it is not uncommon to ﬁnd 1970sbuilt tugs or tractors still operating. Bloomﬁeld recently
came across a tractor dating from the 1940s in Australia.
Sage now maintains 36 stocking locations around
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the world, allowing a full range of required parts to be kept at the point
of use at major airports. These locations – which are increasing in number
all the time – are backed up by four distribution centres for the US, Europe
and Asia. Asia represents a particularly strong growth area for the company at the moment, where current operations are based in Hong Kong
and Singapore. Sage also has a growing presence in the Middle East and in
Latin America, where it has a footprint in Santiago, Chile, and is actively
considering expansion into other markets such as Brazil, Ecuador or Peru.
In fact, Sage is ﬁnding that the expansion of its network is often running ahead of that of the original equipment manufacturers’ own servicing networks. Where the ﬁrm does not have a stocking location, it can
ship items quickly by common carriers such as UPS or FedEx. Parts can
be shipped to airline maintenance bases or, in many cases, direct to a
technician’s workbench. Orders can be placed by phone, email or through

Sage provides not
just parts, but
complete solutions
Michael Bloomﬁeld,
executive vice-president, Sage Parts

e-commerce media. As well as parts, the company can also supply other
consumables such as soaps, gloves, tools or batteries.
Because the GSE market is so under-developed, original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) have taken some time to get used to the idea of
a third party selling their spares, Bloomﬁeld admits. The OEMs are currently the main competitor to Sage, he says, and the company can ﬁnd
itself acting as both customer and competitor for many OEMs.
Many of these manufacturers have positively welcomed Sage’s participation in the business, while others have been perhaps less enthusiastic, but no OEM has refused to supply Sage. And sometimes the
roles are reversed, with the company on occasion supplying parts to
the OEMs. The fact that it supplies parts for so many manufacturers’
equipment – and many manufacturers use the same components
– gives Sage a lot of buying power, in many cases better than the
OEMs themselves.
Sage uses computer algorithms to predict demand for parts in
what can be an uncertain business. “Sometimes we fantasise about
being in the automotive parts business, because it is by comparison
so predictable and the volumes are comparatively large,” Bloomﬁeld
jokes. And, over the years, Sage has learned the main triggers for GSE
parts demand – principally the de-icing season, the Christmas rush
(which puts a big strain on parcels and cargo operators) and the summer holiday rush. However, it is not as simple as predicting when, for
instance, the ﬁrst frosts will bite – airlines and handlers will start preparing their de-icing equipment long before then, perhaps as early as midsummer.
There is also a category of parts that Sage exempts from its normal
demand algorithms – critical part requirements. These are typically parts
with long lead times or ones that are in some way critical to customers’
operations and are always kept in stock. However, keeping GSE parts in
stock, but without carrying ruinously expensive inventory costs, is a bit
of an art, Bloomﬁeld comments. “In any one year, we stock around 25,000
unique items and we will probably deal with 95,000 unique non-stock
items. And one interesting statistic is that 25% of all our transactions are
for parts consumed less than three times a year. At the same time, only
9% of items purchased are used more than 25 times a year.” (The latter is
high-volume in GSE part terms but would still be in the once-in-a-bluemoon category in the automotive industry.)
Experience counts for a lot in this segment; Sage has employees who
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have worked with GSE for up to 45 years. In fact, it is this sheer complexity that
has ensured that Sage remains a unique sort of company, Bloomﬁeld considers.
“Today we have a database of over 6 million items, and we have all the information
on cross-referencing and compatibility. Any competitor would have to somehow
acquire that and it’s not something you can buy. In fact, there are times when the
GSE manufacturers will call us asking for information about their own products.”

Bernard Molloy, global industrial logistics
director at Unipart Logistics

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Sage Parts fulfils its customers’ needs in many different ways. In some cases, it
has taken over its customers’ own spare parts departments. But it can also offer
retail facilities, and in other places operates unmanned sites. At London’s Heathrow International Airport, it runs the spares operation for handling equipment
leasing company Rushlift, but this also doubles as a retail facility for Sage’s many
other customers in and around the airport, holding stocks of spares for dozens of
different types of GSE. Rushlift staff have access to the facility to collect parts at
times when the ‘public’ facility is closed, and it also acts as a good ‘shop window’
for Rushlift’s equipment maintenance services.
The building is a former American Airlines (AA) facility and located upstairs are
the carrier’s former stock of GSE spares. Sage has taken ownership of these spares
and they are gradually being used up. When exhausted, AA will purchase parts
from Sage’s regular stocks.
As far as Sage’s own stock is concerned, it falls into three main categories,
says sales representative Simon Chilcott-Coombes. “We have regular servicing
kit – things like filters or bulbs; parts that frequently get knocked off like mirrors; and critical parts that are not necessarily asked for often, but for which
there are long lead times and which, if not available, could put equipment out
of action for weeks or even months.”
Sage works with its customers to establish which parts are in fact missioncritical, he continues, adding: “With GSE, especially in the UK, not many handlers
now have spare machines.” So the company’s operation really is on the front line
of keeping aircraft in the air, not only at Heathrow, but at airports up and down
the UK.
The company’s central database, and maintaining a good rapport with customers, are two factors essential to success. “It really is a two-way street – partnership
is really critical,” Chilcott-Coombes explains. This can be a mine of information,
not only for Sage itself, but for its customers too.
There are Sage operations at the bigger airports, like Gatwick or Manchester;
for others, parts can be delivered from the company’s main distribution centre at
Preston in north-west England. Sage took over a smaller GSE parts company called
T123 a few years ago and this has become the kernel of its UK operation.
While GSE companies at Heathrow tend to keep equipment for only 10-15
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years, it doesn’t necessarily then get retired – a lot ends up at smaller airports in the UK, or even
overseas. So Sage is kept busy ﬁnding parts for machines that are 20 or even 30+ years old.
There isn’t much that stumps Chilcott-Coombes and his colleagues. There is a reasonable degree
of commonality between GSE equipment of similar types and capacities and, if need be, items can be
shipped in from company headquarters in New York. “You can never stock everything, but we do have
a dedicated sourcing team,” he says.
The main challenge today concerns parts being superseded by newer versions; the new ones may
in turn need different mounting brackets, which can tax maintenance engineers’ ingenuity, but in
almost all cases a solution can be found. If a part is truly unavailable, Sage can also manufacture new
ones, though that is obviously an expensive option, especially given the stringent tests that will be
required.
AIRSIDE GSE
Sage may be the giant of the GSE spares industry, but there are still plenty of smaller local suppliers
that can offer a highly bespoke service. Supplying GSE parts is very much about what you know, remarks Mike Cardy, managing director of Farnborough-based Airside GSE (no connection with Airside
International magazine). People who have had problems ﬁnding speciﬁc parts elsewhere often turn to
Airside GSE, and it can be “for anything and everything”, he says, although aircraft towbar parts are
a particular favourite. Customers can be found right around the world.
Another part of the company’s business is GSE repair and refurbishment, and the supply of spares
is a natural extension of this. Parts can be from OEMs, from other suppliers or, if necessary, Airside
GSE can have its own parts made to speciﬁcation by a network of UK-based engineering companies,
all within a 40-50 mile radius of Farnborough.
There is a brisk market in second-hand GSE and it’s often the older equipment that has customers
on the phone to Cardy looking for hard-to-ﬁnd spares. He wouldn’t necessarily claim to be the cheapest supplier, but he can ﬁnd many items that other companies cannot. It’s rare for him not to be able
to source any desired GSE component – other than when someone wants an OEM part but without
going through the OEM or its agent; some OEMs like to control parts supply themselves and may be
unwilling to release information.
Cardy spends many hours on the phone advising potential customers, giving them the beneﬁt of
his 50 years in the industry, including many years as a draughtsman. Often, the biggest difﬁculty is in
identifying what the part is in the ﬁrst place, which is where his years of experience in the industry
can prove invaluable. “Yes, there are people who have a volume buying price advantage over me – but
you can pick up the phone and talk to me direct,” he says.
It can be annoying if the prospective customer then decides to source parts elsewhere, but that is
an occupational hazard in the spares business. Airside’s only stipulation is a £100 (S$163) minimum
order, recently introduced. Cardy adds: “We tend to get all the difﬁcult enquiries. That can be for
equipment made 30 years ago and the original manufacturer has disappeared – but things can usually

Unipart has its roots in the British motor industry and today
works in a number of sectors, including materials handling,
the rail industry and even for satellite TV companies
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be re-engineered, or changed, if need be – for example, putting someone
else’s towhead on a towbar.”
Cardy has no particular aversion to non-OEM parts where appropriate.
Sometimes, customers will specify OEM parts, particularly for anything like
a towbar hook that touches an aircraft – fear of being presented with a million dollar repair bill tends to make people very cautious – but for other
components, ﬁlters for instance, there’s no reason not to specify cheaper
generic parts. Again, he can advise as necessary – it’s all part of the service.
BEST IN CLASS
But GSE manufacturers themselves do still have a big part to play in parts
supply. At JBT AeroTech, global aftermarket manager Josh Parkin believes
that his company has “a best-in-class global sales and service network”
which offers customers easy access to JBT technical support personnel and
parts 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
He informs: “We are fortunate to have a very loyal customer base.
Those who purchase parts from JBT understand our strict quality standards and value when deciding where to purchase replacement parts for
their JBT equipment. We, together with our global distributors and partners, carry large, prepositioned inventories based upon anticipated customer requirements to ensure high spare parts availability. Our service
and parts personnel have many years of experience helping our customers
get the right part for the job the ﬁrst time around.”
JBT customers are employing a variety of sourcing techniques, ranging from the local direct purchase of parts, to centralised purchasing departments, to fully outsourced parts management. However: “As an OEM,
we are happy to support our customers’ access to JBT’s high-quality parts
through any of these models. Having fast access to high-quality components that are specially designed for use in our equipment helps drive
higher equipment performance, uptime and safety.”
Parkin says that JBT is known in the industry for offering low total
cost of ownership (TCO) – meaning that taking into account equipment
purchase, operating costs, repairs costs and residual values, “our products
cost less to own over their useful life. We also have successfully helped
many of our customers reduce costs by offering special parts packages and
kits. These kits can help to streamline preventative maintenance, can be
used to enhance machine performance or upgrade unit conﬁguration.”
He also has this warning: “We ﬁrmly believe that the most cost-effective replacement part both from a purchase price and a reliability perspec-

“Our service and
parts personnel
have many years of
experience helping
our customers get the
right part for the job
the ﬁrst time around”
Josh Parkin, global aftermarket
manager, JBT AeroTech

tive is to purchase genuine JBT parts that were speciﬁcally designed to
work in our equipment. Non-genuine parts put the equipment at greater
risk of degraded performance, system damage and breakdown.”
Parkin points out that JBT’s customers stake their reputation on providing consistent, high-performance service and GSE uptime is directly
related to turning around aircraft safely and on time. “Each piece of GSE,
from a tow tractor and cargo loader to passenger stairs and pre-conditioned air units, plays a critical role in airport operations. It needs to work
each time, every time, regardless of the location.”
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
In the past few years, the logistics industry has evolved to provide specialist services to the spare parts and servicing sector. While none of the
big logistics specialists has yet, to our knowledge, identified GSE parts
as a discrete market segment, there are companies that specialise in the
aerospace sector and make regular deliveries in and around airports.
One of these is Unipart Logistics, which has a major relationship with
Rolls Royce Aerospace, explains global industrial logistics director Bernard Molloy.
Unipart can offer locally and centrally-held stocks of parts, fast and dependable customs clearance where goods have to be moved across international frontiers and not only a highly sophisticated track and trace system,
but sophisticated value stream mapping to actually forecast demand for
spares based on past history or similar equipment – all designed to take
the guesswork out of spare parts stockholding.
The company can map its customers’ global stocks and, where a component cannot be sourced locally, identify the location of the nearest one.
Its IT systems have been designed to cope with the complexities of maintaining the parts supply chain for a 20,000-component aero engine, so
should be able to cope with the demands of virtually any other industry,
Molloy argues.
Unipart has its roots in the British motor industry and today works in a
number of sectors, including materials handling, the rail industry and even
for satellite TV companies. And with its engineering background, it can reproduce components, even where engineering drawings are not available.
Parts and components don’t necessarily have to be of high value to beneﬁt
from the sorts of services that Unipart can provide, Molloy points out. “We
work in any area where there are mission-critical parts – in any industry where
customers cannot afford downtime. The product value is incidental.” Q

Every ﬂight begins here.
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BUYERS’ VIEWPOINT

Buyers’
Viewpoint T

om Ogendo, head of ramp services at Kenya Airways, points to three
issues in particular.
Firstly, and most importantly, he considers: “Compliance with
safety requirements and technical specifications is our main criterion for selecting our GSE supplier/manufacturer. GSE users procure
equipment for specific uses and thus define the type of specifications
that will meet their requirement. Any supplier who meets the minimum
threshold on our technical specifications for any GSE moves closer to having our decision.”
Moreover: “Safety is paramount to us and any GSE that we procure must
meet the highest safety standards. When developing our technical speciﬁcations we pay special attention to safety functionalities of the GSE and meeting all of these is a prerequisite for the selection of all our GSE.”
Secondly, Ogendo explains: “Past experience with a manufacturer in
terms of delivery lead times, technical and operational support and reliability of the models is key for any future selection. Besides high reliability,
every GSE buyer wants their equipment delivered at the agreed schedule for
obvious business reasons. GSE users also want suppliers who will support
them in terms of technical advice, training (both technical and operational),
spare parts and any other support issues. No buyer will go back to a supplier
who abandons them soon after closing an order or immediately after doing
the delivery.”
Finally, he observes: “Competitive pricing is also key, as much as quality
must never be compromised. As a GSE buyer we want the best quality but at
a competitive price. Quality must never be compromised but GHAs (ground
handling agents) who procure GSE are in business and must always strike
the correct balance between quality and cost. The price of any particular GSE
must therefore complement the quality and contributes towards the selection of a GSE manufacturer or supplier.”

In each issue of Airside International, we ask some of
the big players in the airside industry a question of
importance to them and their customers… then we tell
you what they say! This time, we ask procurers of GSE
equipment, ‘When it comes to the purchase of new
GSE, what are the three main factors that will affect your
choice of preferred supplier/manufacturer?’



PRICE/QUALITY RATIO
That all-important price/quality ratio is also prioritised by Andreas Vassilaros, projects director at Stockholm-headquartered aviation services provider Aviator. And, in terms of price, it is not just the initial outlay that
is important – the TCO (total cost of ownership) is the critical factor when
selecting GSE for acquisition, he notes.
Also like Ogendo, Vassilaros takes careful heed of any prior experience
the handler has had with the manufacturer in question and the types of GSE
acquired from them in the past. “We are very careful when trying something
totally new,” he says. “There must be a signiﬁcant pay-off to take that risk.”
Finally, the delivery time on any equipment is vital. Usually, GSE delivery
schedules are longer than the time available to meet the demands of a new
schedule or new customer, Vassilaros remarks; in such a case, the manufacturer that can offer the required short-term schedule is going to be in a very
advantageous position.




S-P-S GSE UK LTD.
IS IT TIME TO UPDATE YOUR
COMPANIES RAMP PROFILE?
Now offer a New look at supply, maintenance and lease options for the UK and Irish GSE and Air Cargo markets.
Supported from our comprehensively stocked workshops and mobile support vehicles at Manchester, London
Stansted and Airbus in Chester we have the power to deliver.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
That the equipment being considered has already proved itself in the ﬁeld,
preferably in an airport environment, is one of the criteria foremost in the
mind of Paul Schenk, manager apron maintenance at Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA), operator of Canada’s Toronto Pearson International.
References relevant to that successful history are always useful, he adds.
As well as the value for money that is a stated requirement of all the buyers that Airside International talked to for this article (the equipment need not
be the cheapest, but it should offer value in all areas), Schenk also stresses
the value of easy access to parts supply and technical support – the source
preferably being either local or at least in relatively close proximity to the
gateway.

S-P-S manufactures and supplies motorised and non-motorised ground support equipment (GSE) for airports
such as dollies, baggage carts, trailers, stairs and storage racks. In addition to that S-P-S maintains GSE
products of both their own as well as third party brands. Furthermore, S-P-S advices, manufactures and
maintains Cargo Handling Systems.
.
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Andreas Vassilaros,
projects director,
Aviator



COMPATIBILITY
Another issue that might affect the decision-making process, says Paul Craig,
managing director of handler Aviance Ghana, is the compatibility of any proposed new GSE acquisition with a handler’s current ﬂeet. Such consistency
will make both maintenance and sourcing spares that much easier, while
also obviating the need for any further training for operators or mechanics/
engineers.
Craig also considers the relationship that the GSE procurer has previously built up with the equipment manufacturer. If a favourable relationship
already exists, there is trust there – not least in the value of the product.
Finally, the equipment must be reliable, Craig insists. No handler is going
to want to be dependent on unreliable equipment, whatever the nature of
the gateway in which it is working. Q
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LARRY LANEY - SOUTHWEST AIRLINES | BUYERS’ VIEWPOINT
Larry Laney, director ground
support for Southwest Airlines

Buying
power
Larry Laney is director ground support at Southwest
Airlines. He sits on the carrier’s team that handles
equipment acquisitions for all Southwest sites in which
it owns GSE. His department is also responsible for
nationwide equipment maintenance, as well as the
disposal of obsolete GSE. Southwest currently owns
more than 18,000 items of GSE
Q: HOW OFTEN WOULD YOU ASSESS YOUR GSE REQUIREMENTS AND BEGIN THE
PROCESS OF MAKING NEW ACQUISITIONS?
A: Southwest Airlines’ budget cycle runs from January through December, and typically we start our planning process for the following year in
August and September. The acquisition process normally starts late in the
ﬁrst quarter. Thus, we place orders late in the ﬁrst quarter and then as
needed throughout the year, with equipment also being delivered throughout the year.

Q: PRESUMABLY YOU HAVE A GIVEN BUDGET FOR A GIVEN TIME PERIOD TO COVER ALL
ACQUISITIONS?
A: Absolutely. We always strive to be on or under budget – however, this
is the airline business, and there is always the unknown.

Innovations Above the Rest …
From our unsurpassed customer service to the NEW Deicing
Training Simulator, Global Ground Support has become a trusted
name in the aviation industry. Our capabilities include:
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de/anti-icing equipment
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Q: DO YOU OR YOUR COLLEAGUES ASSESS WHETHER TO PURCHASE OR TO LEASE,
DEPENDING ON THE SITUATION?
A: Southwest has looked at leasing ground equipment on many occasions.
There is a cost associated with leasing and when you know you need equipment and plan to have it in your ﬂeet for 15 to 18 years, it just doesn’t make
ﬁnancial sense if you can afford to purchase the equipment up front. On the
other hand, we do lease some equipment in certain situations – such as particularly expensive equipment that is leased in order to do a proof of concept
before making any decision to purchase, or in cases in which we need to delay
purchase to remain on budget, or in order to meet speciﬁc short-term needs.

Q: DO YOU HAVE PREFERRED MANUFACTURERS THAT YOU TURN TO FOR GSE, OR
WOULD YOU BEGIN EACH TENDER PROCESS WITH A COMPLETELY OPEN MIND?
A: We do have primary manufacturers based on each equipment type and
our agreements can run from two to three years. Our agreements are not exclusive, however, and we are very open-minded and track what is happening
in the marketplace. It is our responsibility to make sure that we provide our
employees with the best tools to do their job at the best value for our company. We are also very open-minded when it comes to new technology that
make us more efﬁcient, reduces injuries and protects our assets. Occasionally,
we will send out requests for proposals or information to the major manufacturers to make sure we are getting the best possible value.

“There is a cost
associated with leasing
and when you know
you need equipment
and plan to have it
in your ﬂeet for 15
to 18 years, it just
doesn’t make ﬁnancial
sense if you can
afford to purchase the
equipment up front”

Q: WHAT ARE THE MAIN CRITERIA THAT YOU USE WHEN SELECTING YOUR GSE AND
GSE SUPPLIERS?
A: I am sure we use the same criteria as most airlines: price, company
history and ﬁnancial health, production rates and lead times, warranty and
parts support, training programmes, etc. Fleet standardisation is also very
important to us, although not at any cost.

Q: WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE US MARKET IS PARTICULARLY GOOD IN TERMS OF GSE
OFFERINGS? OR ARE THERE CERTAIN GAPS IN COVERAGE THAT HAVE TO BE FILLED
WITH UNITS PRODUCED ELSEWHERE? IS IT COMPETITIVE ON THE PRICE OF GSE UNITS
COMPARED TO FOREIGN EQUIPMENT?
A: North America has the largest aviation market in the world and Southwest only ﬂies B737s, so the US market has been well able to ﬁll our needs.
Today, most of the manufacturers build and sell worldwide and the biggest
concern to us buying GSE built overseas is that the shipping cost and the currency exchange takes away any competitive advantage of doing so. Q
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MARK ALBRECHT - UNITED | BUYERS’ VIEWPOINT
United has a large ﬂeet of apron GSE
and can also call on the equipment of
such specialists as cool-chain container
expert Envirotainer

GSE procurement:
Outsourcing works
One of the world’s biggest airlines took the decision more than a
decade ago to outsource much of its cargo handling work. And it has,
the carrier reports, had no reason to regret that decision

T

here has been a clear trend among the world’s airlines to move away from self-handling, in order to concentrate on their core competency of flying passengers and, to
a lesser degree, cargo. The onset of the global economic slump in late 2007 has only
accentuated that process amongst carriers, but it was a theme readily identifiable
prior to that.
United, one of the world’s biggest airlines, began outsourcing all its terminal cargo handling as far back as 2003. A distinction was made between cargo handling in the warehouse
– which was outsourced – and cargo handling on the ramp, which remained an in-house task.
Moreover, when United and Continental merged in 2010, a similar process of terminal cargo
handling outsourcing followed to divest the joint concern of its Continental warehouse handling equipment.
Mark Albrecht, director cargo logistics and international operations at United, was a key
player in both processes. He says that the decision to outsource all cargo operations within the
warehouse was taken for two reasons: to allow the carrier to concentrate on what it is good at,
namely, ﬂight operations, thus enabling it to concentrate its ﬁnancial and human resources in
that area; and to put the airline’s warehouse cargo handling into the hands of the experts, thirdparty service providers who are what he calls “time-tested” at terminal cargo handling.
Moreover, the third-party handlers with whom United has contracted its cargo handling
business can beneﬁt from the economies of scale that they gain by handling numerous carriers
at any one station, while many of them also gain from the global nature of their business, handling as they do across large numbers of stations right around the world. They run on slim margins and they have become experts in warehouse handling at minimal cost, Albrecht points out.
Thus, United’s warehouse cargo handling now lies in the hands of the giants of the handling
world such as Swissport, Worldwide Flight Services (WFS), Menzies and Celebi. More regionally
based handlers are also employed at certain stations where there is less (or no) choice amongst
the third-party service providers.
“There has been no service degradation” caused by the move to external handlers, Albrecht
insists. Service level agreements (SLAs) are written into the contracts with the handlers, and
a system of carrot and stick is used to incentivise and penalise performance according to the
conditions of the SLA put in place. The emphasis is very much on the former, he considers, and
it is a system that has worked well. There looks to be no sign of United returning to the days of
self-handling in its cargo facilities. Q

The third-party handlers with whom United has
contracted its cargo handling business can beneﬁt
from the economies of scale that they gain by
handling numerous carriers at any one station
WWW.AIRSIDEINT.COM
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Delicate
balancing act
An aircraft hangar may seem like just a large shelter for aircraft
while on the ground, but there is more to their design than simply
coming up with a shed of the requisite size and shape: function
aesthetics, security and environmental performance are just some
of the factors that come into play, reports Megan Ramsay

A

ccording to Jonathan Jewers, director at UK-based Jewers Doors Ltd: “The architecture of aircraft hangars is becoming hugely important. Airport owners, MRO
(maintenance, repair and overhaul) providers and their architects alike see airports as the gateway into their country and ﬁrst impressions count! So whether
it is a terminal or a hangar, they generally want them to be impressive but must also take
into account that they are hangars and will need to be functional. Occasionally architect’s
visions have to be reined in slightly to ensure that the ultimate functionality of the hangar
is not restricted.”
In particular, there are several design requirements when it comes to aircraft hangar
doors, he says. “Foremost is safety, for obvious reasons. Functionality is a requirement to
ensure efﬁcient operation of the doors so that aircraft can quickly and easily enter or exit
the hangar. Reliability by design reduces the risk of delay to aircraft operations; the cost
implications of a grounded aircraft are huge.”
Also signiﬁcant – and increasingly so these days – is ‘green design’. Jewers points
out: “With energy prices soaring globally, a poorly insulated hangar door is not good
news. A recent analogy given to me by one architect [based in the hot climate of
the Middle East] is, ‘Using a poorly insulated hangar door is like having a fridge
and leaving the door open.’”
Robert Aiken, Emirates senior manager engineering facilities, agrees, saying:
“In this region [the Middle East], approximately 70% of the electrical consumption
is from air-conditioning; this has encouraged us to use material with high insulating properties. Another energy saving feature implemented is that if the hangar doors are open for
more than 15 minutes, the chilled water valves on the relevant hangar air handling units
close to save energy. The hangars have skylights to allow natural light to enter during the
day. This is one very obvious example of a balance; too much natural light may increase the
internal temperature of the building. The building management system is used to conserve
energy through time scheduling of lighting and air-conditioning,” he explains.
“Environmental considerations are always factored in to the design of our facilities as it
is our duty to do whatever we can to help protect the planet. Also, if a project is designed

with environmental initiatives considered, this will provide beneﬁts in
the operational costs of the facility,” Aiken adds.
FULFILLING THE BRIEF
Jewers notes that there are rarely two hangars and doors alike; all design
briefs are different and need to be addressed in consultation between the
client and supplier at the early design stages. “We work with clients, architects and engineers to develop the design of the doors with their speciﬁc demands in mind. We are able to advise what is possible, practical or,
indeed, could be budget restrictive,” he informs.
At Jewers Doors, clients are able to get very involved in the design and
construction of the hangars and doors and, indeed, often do so, but due
to the complexity and size of many projects, such as major international
MRO hangars, the client normally employs a full project team, consisting
of architect, engineer, quantity surveyor, project manager and main contractor to build and manage the project.
Jewers Doors supplies hangar doors to commercial MRO providers, the
military, FBOs (ﬁxed-base operators), airlines, royalty, airports and owners
of private hangars. Within just the last 18 months, it has supplied doors
to Emirates Engineering, Monarch Airlines, MNG Jet Centre, Turkish Airlines, Martin Baker, The Private Jet Company and many military projects
as far aﬁeld as the Far East and the Falkland Islands.
Its doors were ﬁtted to a new Turkish Airlines hangar (known
by its Turkish acronym HABOM) constructed earlier this year
at Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen International Airport. This hangar is being used as an aircraft MRO centre and was designed in conjunction with Turkish companies, entering
service in June.
The facility has the capacity to provide simultaneous
MRO services for 11 narrowbody aircraft in the dedicated
narrowbody hangar and three widebody aircraft in a separate hangar. A section of the widebody hangar can be partitioned off to provide paint services, accomodating either two
narrowbodies or a single widebody aircraft.
Dr Ali Genç, senior vice president media relations at Turkish Airlines, conﬁrms: “The
priorities for HABOM are functionality
and environmental considerations,
Jonathan Jewers of
Jewers Doors

“We may have some plans for
the construction of a new hangar
at the new/third airport to be
constructed in Istanbul”
Turkish Airlines’ Ali Genç explains

INNOVATION
In Aviation
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Customised offerings
HANGARS FOR MILITARY aircraft also have specific design
requirements. But according to Rubb Buildings managing
director Ian Hindmoor, developments in military hangar
design feeds into civilian solutions. He observes: “We use
our experience and knowledge from working on Urgent
Operational Requirements (UORs) for the UK military to
quickly complete hangar facilities within very tight project
timescales. Organisations in the civilian sector can also
benefit from elements of our military range, including
our innovative Heli-Door system and roof-mounted crane
technology.”
UK-headquartered Rubb designs and manufactures
custom-made relocatable engineered fabric structures,
including aircraft hangars, at its plants in Tyne and Wear as
well as in the US and Norway.
During 2014 the company has been involved in a
number of projects. The UK’s National Police Air Service
(NPAS) needed a new helicopter hangar after moving
its Dorset base from the county’s police headquarters
to Bournemouth Airport. Rubb helped NPAS meet that
requirement with a custom-designed aircraft hangar measuring 26 metres in width by 17 metres in length, with 7.5
metre high sidewalls. A Rubb Heli-Door in the front gable
provides a clear opening of 21.5 metres wide by 5.5 metres
high. The rear gable end includes a 4 x 4 metre roller
shutter door and one personnel access door. Each sidewall includes an additional personnel door for access and
egress. The Rubb ‘BE’ aviation structure features Rubb’s
traditional galvanised internal steel frame and a tapered
lattice leg design. The building is clad with durable PVC
Ferrari fabric, providing Sargaso blue walls and roof.
Elsewhere, Belgian helicopter operator Noordzee Helikopters Vlaanderen, which specialises in business aviation
services, has opted for an aircraft storage facility that comes
from Rubb’s Expeditionary Forces Aircraft Shelter System
(EFASS) range. The storage and maintenance hangar is being
used by NHV to service two Airbus Helicopters EC175s. It is
20 metres wide by 44 metres long, and has a closed rear gable
end. Access is through a 17.7 metre wide by 5.5 metre high
Heli-Door. The door is electrically operated via two slow-moving helical geared motors, with emergency hand operation
capability. This system does not require a base foundation or
ramps. Locking and safety devices operate automatically.
The EFASS hangar’s aluminium framework has been
designed to maximise strength while minimising weight.

The structural aluminium is annodised black and steel
components are hot-dipped galvanised to protect from
corrosion. The tough PVC covering tensioned membrane
forms a protective barrier between the environment and
the aircraft and equipment inside. This hangar is clad with
double skin insulated fabric panels to accommodate and
facilitate HVAC procedures.
And in the very far south-west of the UK, a Rubb aviation hangar building project has assumed a prominent
position at Aerohub, the country’s only aerospace-focused
Enterprise Zone, based in Newquay, Cornwall. The project
provides a large, bespoke space for Apple Aviation Group’s
MRO operations. Hindmoor remarks: “The Rubb team constructed the main steel framework for the hangar in April
2014 and then fixed Thermohall insulated PVC cladding to
the structure to create its roof and walls. The Rubb hangar
provides 25,000 square feet (2,323m2) of aircraft storage
and maintenance space. It measures 47 metres in width
by 50 metres in length, with 8 metre high sidewalls and
an overall height of 18 metres. A Megadoor measuring 43
metres in width by 14 metres at its highest point provides
access to the hangar.”
Rubb will also be providing additional aircraft hangar
facilities for the UK Ministry of Defence and Lithuanian Air
Force in the near future.
Hindmoor notes: “We work very closely with our clients, from initial enquiry through to design, manufacture,
installation and beyond. Every civilian and military aircraft
hangar is custom-designed and manufactured to suit our
clients’ requirements and their range of aircraft, MRO
operations and logistical needs... Most of our design and
production processes are completed in house. Installation
is mostly completed by Rubb’s own construction teams.”
While functional capacity plays a very important role in
hangar design, alongside timescales and budgets, aesthetic
considerations are also important – particularly in the civilian sector. However, he observes: “More and more commercial organisations are favouring Rubb’s military EFASS product for their civilian ventures due to the practical functional
advantages they provide.
“Rubb has seen a trend for increased need for rapid
deployment structures and has responded with ongoing
development and innovation of the EFASS portfolio. There
have been requests for the system to support all kinds of
craft from ﬁxed-wing, rotorcraft and UAVs (unmanned aerial
vehicles) to land vehicles and MRO activity. There has been
an increased demand for this product in the civilian aviation sector,” Hindmoor concludes.

NHV is using the Rubb hangar at Wick John O’Groats Airport in
Scotland for the storage and maintenance of two EC175s

“We work very closely with our clients,
from initial enquiry through to design,
manufacture, installation and beyond”
Ian Hindmoor, Rubb Buildings managing director
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but safety and security are also critical components. We assume that we
have succeeded in building an aesthetic MRO centre while fulﬁlling all the
other requirements at once, without any compromise.”
HABOM represents an investment of about US$550 million by Turkish
Airlines’ MRO subsidiary, Turkish Technic, as it aims to become one of the
top ﬁve MRO providers in the world. A statement notes that, with the HABOM facilities at Sabiha Gökçen, Atatürk-based Turkish Technic’s narrowbody aircraft maintenance capacity has increased by 57%, and its widebody
aircraft maintenance capacity is up by 43%. Besides its facilities at Atatürk
and Sabiha Gökçen, it also has a narrowbody hangar at Ankara.
Genç also reveals: “We may have some plans for the construction of a
new hangar at the new/third airport to be constructed in Istanbul.”
Elsewhere in Turkey, at Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport, MRO provider
MNG Jet opened a new 4,000m2 hangar in June. The company is offering
airframe maintenance services as well as NDT (non-destructive testing),
wheel and battery shops in the new facility.

Emirates recently increased its MRO hangar
space at Dubai International Airport

on the selection of certain equipment and installations, resulting in the
delivery of a facility that does not live up to the client’s full expectations. In
my experience, there are few contractors or consultants who have an all-encompassing knowledge of aircraft maintenance facility requirements. With
the best intentions they may not deliver exactly what is required. Therefore
they will always need the assistance of specialists in certain ﬁelds.
“On the other hand, if a project is to be split into separate sub-contracted
packages, challenges could arise in the co-ordination and interfacing of installations. Also there may be a need for larger client project representation.
“Having an established relationship with a capable contractor with a
proven track record in MRO facilities and ensuring that all requirements
are clearly understood from the onset is a great starting point. However,
care must be taken in the preparation of detailed speciﬁcations that clearly describe the complete requirements,” he says.” Q

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Maintenance hangars have speciﬁc requirements beyond simply storing
aircraft securely. Emirates’ newest maintenance hangars at Dubai International Airport are located on the west side of the existing Emirates Engineering area. The new building has a footprint of 38,000m2, supplementing
the pre-existing 182,000m2 facilities, and consists of four fully air-conditioned hangars designed for various aircraft maintenance activities.
The hangars can comfortably accept all aircraft types, including the
A380, and incorporate an elevating nose docking system; a high-capacity
aircraft cabin air-conditioning system; cranes covering fuselage and engine areas; a 15-tonne hoist for engine handling; aircraft ground power
installations; power supplies for high-capacity hydraulic rigs; a fuel venting system; two cargo lifts; pre-conditioned air supplies from hangar ﬂoor
pits; power supplies from hangar ﬂoor pits; compressed air and water supply evenly distributed around the hangars and workshops; WiFi throughout; and ﬁre detection, alarm and suppression system as per National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) requirements.
In addition to the hangar bays the facility has four workshops, stores for
aircraft materials/tooling, a canteen overlooking the airport and ofﬁces. The
contract for constructing the facility was awarded to WJ&P on 21 March 2012,
with the completed hangars being handed over on 25 June this year.
Aiken comments: “With turnkey projects you may have less inﬂuence

Building Systems
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IAEMA show revels
in the sunshine
Basking in the autumn sunshine, the 2014 International Airport Expo of the
International Airport Equipment Manufacturers’ Association (IAEMA) took place in
October in Las Vegas. The third such show – the biennial event was launched in 2010
– its popularity has grown steadily, explains Virginia Salas, business planning and
marketing manager for GSE supplier JBT AeroTech (also one if the event sponsors),
and herself part of the IAEMA team that organised and hosted the event

S

alas offers plenty of evidence to demonstrate the
show’s increasing popularity. The expo had over 600
registered visitors in 2010; this year, more than 1,500
visitors attended the event.
In terms of exhibitors, there were 61 in 2010, 114 this year.
In fact, the latter ﬁgure would have been higher, but there simply wasn’t the space to accept any more exhibitors in the outside
demonstration area. “We had to turn people away,” Salas notes.
As a result, the organisers are already assessing the alternatives for the event planned for two years’ time. The Association’s board and members are considering the possibility of
keeping the show in Las Vegas, but another hotel with a larger
outdoor area may have to be found. That process needs to happen this year, Salas informs, so time is short – even though we
have only just closed the doors on Expo 2014.

ORIGINALITY
The International Airport Expo has been a big success for IAEMA. It proves a welcome introduction to the Association for
many in the industry and, indeed, leads to new members signing up to IAEMA. “We pride ourselves on the original concept
of the show,” Salas says. “It is organised by GSE manufacturers
for the GSE industry (our customers),” she observes, adding:
“The point isn’t to make money; indeed, we put it all back in.”
Feedback from exhibitors has been vital, and always acted
upon to improve the value and enjoyability of the show for the
exhibitors, Salas continues. She sees no reason why the IAEMA
expo shouldn’t be up there with the likes of Munich’s inter
airport in terms of scale and industry importance in the not
too distant future. Q
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“We pride ourselves on the
original concept of the show”
Virginia Salas (above) notes that the show is “organised by
GSE manufacturers for the GSE industry”
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AccessAir: specialised GSE

A

ccessAir Systems Inc of Montreal, Canada, offers a wide
range of GSE, including vacuum lavatory service trucks,
passenger stairs, cargo handling equipment, passengers
with reduced mobility (PRM) lifts and other access systems,
plus boarding bridges. Most of its sales are for export, explains sales
& marketing co-ordinator Diane Tremblay, with the US and the MENA
(Middle East and North Africa) markets being particularly important
for the company.
AccessAir is part of the Inox-Tech Group, which for 25 years has
specialised in the manufacture of pressurised stainless steel equipment
for various industries. AccessAir, created in 1997, leverages that knowledge and expertise to offer high-quality, technologically advanced GSE,
Tremblay notes.
Some of the GSE it produces is also quite unique, she continues.
For example, its APS 60 FR (for fire and rescue) stairs are designed for
use by airport emergency personnel seeking to make rapid entry into
an aircraft.
AccessAir’s Plane-Mate unit, similar in appearance to a very large
ambulift and able to move under its own power around the apron
as well as elevating to an aircraft door for embarkation/disembarkation, can be used for medical evacuation, as a VIP (very important
person) lounge, as a security screening area or simply as a passenger
transfer vehicle. A noteworthy concept, eight Plane-Mates are in use
at Montreal-Trudeau International Airport, operated by contracted
AccessAir employees.
The company’s wheelchair platform stairs are also somewhat different to the usual PRM offering. Suitable for use as stairs for mobile
passengers, the unit also incorporates a wheelchair ramp that moves
up the frame of the stairs above the actual steps. The model is in service at Fort Lauderdale Airport and one is also soon to be delivered to
Austin, Texas.
These specialised products have come about only as a result of innovative design on the back of significant spending on R&D, Tremblay
points out. Also key to the company’s success, she adds, has been its
focus on working closely with customers to understand their needs and
act on all the feedback – positive or negative – that they provide. Q

AccessAir is part
of the Inox-Tech
Group, which
for 25 years has
specialised in the
manufacture of
pressurised stainless
steel equipment for
various industries

Bombelli and Eximia partner on
wireless tracking

E

ximia is a Milan, Italy-based company founded in 2003 that develops applications and solutions based on RFID (radio frequency
identiﬁcation) and RTL (real-time location) technologies. It provides solutions based on RFID and RTL architectures for companies that are looking for more from their security systems, whether it
be in terms of anti-counterfeiting, supply chain and asset control, access
control or the tracking of goods, vehicles and people. Since 2003, Eximia
has delivered solutions, mainly for logistic and asset management, for customers including Fiat and Poste Italiane.
At the IAEMA Expo, Eximia was exhibiting with Italian GSE manufacturer Bombelli, evidence of the collaboration between the two ﬁrms that
was put into place two years ago. Bombelli had received requests from its
customers for a software technology package that would enable them to
track and better manage their GSE assets. Eximia already had two software platforms (Meerkat and eRAM) available; based on RFID, GPS and
other localisation technologies, they were in use in different markets including healthcare, logistics and asset management.
Eximia began its collaboration with Bombelli, creating a version of
Meerkat and eRAM that focuses on GSE tracking and management. Today,
Meerkat/eRAM forms part of Bombelli GSE. Explains Eximia CEO Mario Di
Floriano: “Currently, we have the tracking and monitoring solution based
on Meerkat that is designed for motorised GSE and is based on GPS/GPRS
technology. For non-motorised GSE, eRAM is used for management, identiﬁcation and inventory.
“Geofencing and advanced statistics and reporting features are also
available with the platforms,” he adds. Q

Eximia began its collaboration with Bombelli,
creating a version of Meerkat and eRAM that
focuses on GSE tracking and management
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I.D. Systems continues its expansion

JBT takes the lead

A

regular exhibitor at aviation GSE shows these days is I.D. Systems, the Texas-based supplier of
wireless asset tracking systems for the retail, distribution logistics and aviation sectors. While
aviation may not represent its biggest market (major customers more typically include such companies as Walmart and Proctor & Gamble, for which I.D. Systems supplies forklift and material
handling tracking systems), the on-airport environment is certainly an area of growing focus.
Vice president aviation services Larry Terrazas was on the I.D. Systems stand at IAEMA recently, as he
was at the inter airport show in Munich late last year, and once again he talked to Airside International about
the company’s further penetration of the airport sector and the new offerings it is bringing to market.
AvRamp, a wireless system that tracks the movement of GSE and those who operate it, was one of the
technologies he had to hand in Las Vegas. AvRamp incorporates tools for managing aircraft GSE in terms of
access control, impact sensing, directed task assignments and real-time location tracking. It is, according to
I.D. Systems, the only wireless equipment management system fully tested by the US Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) and approved for use at US airports by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
Across the Pond from the US, another particular priority right now for the company is London Heathrow, the UK’s biggest and busiest airport. Heathrow has taken the lead on the subject of on-airport vehicle
telematics, Terrazas explains, by mandating that as of a 2016 deadline all vehicles operating on the airﬁeld
must have onboard approved telematic systems. I.D. Systems is tendering as part of the request for proposals (RFP) process. While the apron’s various GSE vehicle operators will choose the technology that is right
for them, the gateway’s authority will be able to use the data to mitigate the frequency of accidents/incidents on the ramp involving GSE units.
Europe certainly represents a potentially signiﬁcant market for the company’s aviation business; I.D. Systems is comparatively little known in that segment this side of the Atlantic but ofﬁces in London and Düsseldorf
will offer regional focus. I.D. Systems is also looking possible opportunities in the massive Asian airport and
airline sectors. A new CEO and new COO (chief operating ofﬁcer) have recently been appointed and there are
funds available for further investment in new technologies and new products, Terrazas insists. Q

AvRamp, a wireless system that tracks the movement
of GSE and those who operate it, was one of the
technologies Terrazas had to hand in Las Vegas

O

ne of the world’s leading GSE suppliers, JBT AeroTech was
out in force for the IAEMA International Airport Expo. Part of
a large JBT team, Tim Rane, region manager Europe, Middle
East and Africa, talked to Airside International about some of
the initiatives in which the manufacturer and service supplier is currently involved.
One is a collaboration with Scandinavian carrier SAS and the operator
of the Danish capital’s primary air gateway – Copenhagen Airports. As
previously reported in this magazine (Airside International Autumn 2014 issue,
pages 29-30), Copenhagen Airport is putting a lot of effort into minimising
harmful GSE emissions on the ramp.
Contributing to that effort is the battery-powered variant of its JBT’s
Commander 15i (C15i) cargo loader. Copenhagen Airports is about to take
delivery of four of these environmentally friendly machines, as well as
one power module upgrade kit. The latter can be used to replace the diesel engine of an existing conventionally powered C15i’s diesel engine in a
process that takes no more than a couple of days of work, while meaning
that the vehicle remains in service but in its new, ‘green’, battery-powered
guise. JBT has previously sold a good quantity of electric loaders into Sweden, Rane notes, so the technology is well proven in the Scandinavian
environment.
The process undertaken by so many third-party handlers and self-handling carriers towards greener GSE ﬂeets is taking time, but the trend
continues to gather momentum, he says. It takes investment, of course,
and it also takes leadership from the user and airport authority. If it is
going to happen en masse, the process is going to need oversight and infrastructural support from governments and/or private airport operators,
Rane suggests.
The example of London Heathrow is both positive and negative; it is
often criticised, as are other UK gateways, for lacking the infrastructure
necessary to support large ﬂeets of electrically powered GSE ﬂeets (most
notably in the form of the necessary charging points), yet it is also prepared to look at innovative answers to problems; hence, for example, its
consideration of the GSE pooling concept. Such pooling is in large part
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Keeping the heat on

M

AC Heaters began life in 1983, serving the
oil and gas industry’s needs for mobile
heaters, whether on rigs or on more temporary sites. Moving to its present headquarters in Bismarck, North Dakota, a few years ago,
it has no shortage of experience in dealing with very
cold conditions.
Of course, there was no need for heaters in the
warmth of the Nevada sun at the Expo in October,
but Craig Primiani, MAC Heaters’ vice president sales
& marketing, explained that for almost two decades
the company has been active in the aviation market,
having realised the value of its heat carts to another
industry that demands high quality, rugged products
that have to work in harsh conditions.
Its MAC 400HC and MAC 210HC air heaters provide warmth for aircraft, hangars and GSE, the heaters’ use eliminating the need for an aircraft to employ
an auxiliary power unit (APU), saving signiﬁcantly on
fuel burn. Moreover, the MAC 400FHC Flameless Heat
Cart offers the latest in ﬂameless heater technology,
Primiani notes – being ﬂameless, it also offers an additional degree of safety around aircraft.
MAC Heaters has worked with the engineering
teams of a number of large airlines and aircraft manufacturers on the development of its heat carts, amongst
them Boeing, Delta and FedEx. Delta and FedEx remain
customers, MAC Heaters’ client list also including the
likes of American Airlines and National Airlines. Indeed, the company considers itself the dominant player
in the US airline market for heat carts. Q

about convenient vehicle staging, Rane points out, which would encourage a
move toward greener GSE inventories because each vehicle would not spend so
much time driving across large expanses of the Heathrow apron in the course of
its daily work (thereby quickly draining battery power). JBT has offered to play
its part in providing loaders for a pooled GSE effort at the airport.
SAFETY ON THE RAMP
Minimising the frequency of ‘incidents’ on the ramp that cause damage to aircraft is another issue being addressed by many in the aviation industry, not least
GSE suppliers. JBT has sold a numerous loaders equipped with Aircraft Proximity Detection (APD) systems. One of its C15i vehicles on display in Las Vegas
was equipped not only with the swing-out power module that allows for easy
replacement with electric battery power but also with APD to keep safety at the
forefront of users’ minds.
Sensors on the front of the vehicle detect when the loader approaches the
aircraft safety zone and the onboard computer then disconnects the operator’s
foot throttle and moves the vehicle into ‘snail speed’ when it locates the aircraft
in front of it. That slow speed can only then be controlled by a hand throttle
adjacent to the steering wheel that allows for only incremental movement. The
front bumper of the vehicle also has a 5-inch compression capability, while any
impact disconnects the vehicle drive, thereby preventing aircraft damage. The
system is conﬁgurable by the unit’s purchaser, ensuring that is geared to the
user’s needs and tastes, and thereby securing operator buy-in and acceptance of
the technology.
JBT was also showing its smaller B250 pushback tractor at IAEMA. Designed
for handling smaller aircraft, such as B737s and A320 Family aircraft, and particularly suitable therefore for low-cost carriers, it has nonetheless been designed
without compromise in terms of both efﬁciency and driver comfort, Rane says.
The entirely new, ground-up design focuses on operator needs and incorporates such features as a three-man cab to make training that much easier, a USB
charging station for a mobile phone, in-cab fan and an option for built-in air conditioning for the hotter weather, front suspension for better driving comfort, a
four-wheel steering option and ready access to all parts of the engine from ground
level for simple maintenance and repair. Still competitively priced, it includes
many features not usually seen on tractors in this smaller class, he points out.
With thousands of JBT tugs out there in the market today – on a global comparison more than any other supplier Rane says – JBT certainly seems to be doing plenty right in this segment. Moreover, its tugs are clearly durable. “We get
requests to provide spare parts for tractors 20 or 25 years old,” he concludes. Q

Top quality at an economic price!
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JBT has previously sold
a good quantity
of electric loaders
into Sweden,
so the technology
is well proven in
the Scandinavian
environment

Phoenix spreads its wings

P

hoenix Metal Products, Inc – a GSE manufacturer based in
Fort Pierce, Florida – was one of a number of suppliers with
equipment on display in the show’s outside area. Phoenix was
showing off its CMPPS96/150 passenger stairs, available in gas,
diesel or electrically powered configurations, one of many models in
its passenger stair range.
These aluminium passenger stairs are rugged, with heavy-duty
front and rear axles. The CMPPS96/150 (CMPPS is an abbreviation for
chassis-mounted passenger parallelogram stairs) can be used with aircraft ranging in size from the B737 to the B757 and has been sold
into both handlers (such as Menzies) and carriers (including Delta and
Southwest).
Phoenix has been in the business for close on 20 years, and passenger steps are by no means its only GSE product offering – the company
also supplies equipment including lavatory trucks and carts, water
trucks and carts, maintenance lifts, fuel carts and truck maintenance
equipment.
As for the future, there is much more to come, although vice president Bill Wilcox was a little shy of sharing too many details with
Airside International. One noticeable trend he does point to, however, is
the growing demand for electric GSE – and, most notably for Phoenix,
this has been seen in Central and South America, a region not normally associated with demand for the more sophisticated GSE variants. Q

Phoenix’s CMPPS96/150
stairs can be used
with aircraft ranging
in size from the B737 to
the B757
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Stertil-Koni’s Earthlifter
can lift up to 18,500
lbs on each of its four
columns

Stertil-Koni weighs in

H

ydraulic lifting specialist Stertil-Koni was one of a number of
maintenance lift suppliers displaying equipment at the IAEMA
show. Stertil-Koni was exhibiting its heavy-duty Earthlift product,
which Carl Boyer – sales manager, strategic accounts – points out
can lift up to 18,500 lbs on each of its four columns and is also a genuinely
‘green’ piece of GSE. Each column is 98% recycleable, while its Active Energy
Retrieval System (AERS) is designed to offer operators 35% more lifting cycles
at maximum lifting load; an on-screen AERS display allows the user to see
both the weight of the load being lifted and the energy savings in real-time,
demonstrating the beneﬁt not only to the environment but also to the operator’s ﬁnancial bottom line.
Stertil-Koni is the only full line, heavy-duty focused lift manufacturer in
North America, Boyer explains. In addition to the aviation segment, StertilKoni has been supplying mobile and in-ground lifts into the commercial vehicle (typically trucks and buses) sector. Fire trucks, military vehicles and
even the heaviest of earth-moving equipment all beneﬁt from various StertilKoni lifts, whether scissor lifts, platform lifts, mobile column and piston lifts
or the heavy-duty permanent installation lifts that can handle the weightiest
of vehicles.
Stertil-Koni has been selling lifts since 1946 and is present through its
distributors in over 40 countries around the world. Its wide range of products
is supported from its US headquarters in Maryland and manufacturing facility in Illinois. Stertil-Koni’s global headquarters is in the Netherlands and it
forms the largest component of the Stertil Group. Q
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Ramping up
efﬁciency

“Managers must
live and breathe
the operation
with the staff”
Steve Szalay, dnata’s general manager
ground services at London Heathrow

Steve Szalay took over as dnata’s general manager
ground services at London Heathrow International
Airport in April 2012. Since then he has overseen a
radical overhaul of the handler’s operations at London’s
biggest and busiest air gateway

W

hen Szalay took over at Heathrow, he
found an operation in need of some radical overhaul. Dnata had only relatively
recently acquired the entity – part of
the Go Ahead Group – formed from the merger of the
two handlers Aviance and Plane Handling at the gateway, and the integration of the two had been a very
complicated undertaking involving the merger of two
cultures and business processes. Indeed, there was a
need for “root and branch change”, he says, procedural,
systemic and structural, to implement a ‘dnata way’ at
what was the handler’s initial foray into the UK handling market.
Szalay’s first task was to conduct an extensive analysis of the handler’s operation at Heathrow, then to
prioritise the 55 or so action points that he had identified. Perhaps most importantly, he recalls, there was a
need to re-establish a much higher degree of managerial presence and supervision on the ramp. There was
little oversight of the handlers working on the ramp,
and this was a problem that the dnata leadership team
addressed promptly, bringing managers back into the
working area and back into much closer day-to-day
contact with the ramp team. “Managers must live and
breathe the operation with the staff,” he says.
Benefiting from his experience of senior command
in the British Army (Szalay left the forces as a lieutenant colonel, a Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers battalion commander), he brought in a new command and control organisation and procedures. When
he took over, he had 14 direct reports, and the business
structure was territorial rather than geographical. He
streamlined the business so as to have only three direct
reports, all of which are functional in nature. This not
only allows for greater accountability but also enables
leaders to better assess where functional synergies can
be achieved, Szalay insists. Critical to all of this was the
formation of a strong management team, all focused on
delivering the improvement plan.
Command structure was only one of many challenges that had to be resolved but, over the next six to
12 months, changes were introduced that have made a
massive change to the efﬁciency and performance of the
team at Heathrow. One of the areas in which that has
been most evident is safety on the ramp, always a pressing concern for any handler. Last year, dnata suffered
only one aircraft damage incident, down from 12 during
the previous 12 months – a massive improvement.
There’s more to be done, however, and as part of a
Dubai-led global programme (dnata forms part of the
Emirates Group), Szalay and his team will be working with BST – a US-headquartered safety consultancy
– over the next five years to further improve ramp
safety. This initiative, entitled ‘OneSafety’, is all about
changing mindsets and behaviours, he says, and could
make a huge change to the culture amongst dnata’s
2,000-strong workforce at Heathrow.
COLLABORATION
Szalay and his team have been able to make so many
changes in such a short time by working closely with
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partners at Heathrow, like the airport’s operating authority. From
being what he would describe as a “bad tenant” a couple of years
ago, Szalay now considers dnata’s reputation at the gateway as being of the highest quality. He has worked closely with individuals such as Nick Platt, the airport’s head of ground handling, to
achieve this rapid turnaround, and that degree of collaboration is
still evident.
For example, dnata is one of the handlers at Terminal 4 involved
in the airport’s first experiment with GSE pooling. Since September, handlers including dnata, Cobalt, Azzurra, Menzies and Swissport have been sharing pooled passenger stairs at T4. Ten stair
units were initially provided by Heathrow for the handlers to share,
a number that will be incrementally reduced to see where efficiencies can be achieved (less GSE means financial savings but, more
importantly, it means less equipment on the ramp and therefore
less congestion and less likelihood of ‘ramp rash’).
The trial runs until early 2015 and, while there have been one
or two issues that have needed sorting out, generally the experiment has proceeded smoothly, Szalay considers. GSE supplier TCR
was quick to make modifications to stair units where they didn’t
meet dnata’s specifications, he notes; it’s all been very well co-ordinated from above; and the handlers themselves have co-operated to
give the trial the best possible chance of success (at least, up to the
time of Airside going to press in October).
“There’s definitely scope for expansion of the pooling concept,”
Szalay insists, though there remain challenges ahead. Perhaps primarily, he suggests: “The issue is how much of my sovereignty I want
to give up to the airport. Our equipment is so good, it’s a real discriminator for us. I want to make sure that we continue to be the
most admired handler at the airport.”

This initiative is
all about changing
mindsets and
behaviours and could
make a huge change
to the culture amongst
dnata’s 2,000-strong
workforce at Heathrow

the country, while dnata HQ in Dubai is said to have been “hugely supportive” of the changes that have been brought in at Heathrow.
The process has not been simple, and has not always been easy
for individual dnata employees. Restructuring has come at a price
in terms of voluntary redundancies that always mean an unsettling
time for any workforce. But what Szalay describes as “a massive two
years of change” has brought rapid, measurably improved results. “All
our statistics are trending upwards,” he reports, and “our Safe-OTP
(on-time performance) is fantastic.” Clearly, for dnata at Heathrow,
change has been good. Q

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
With the development of dnata City, the handler’s next-generation
cargo handling facility at the gateway, there is plenty more change
still to come. This massive investment by the Emirates Group is expected to show a return very quickly, Szalay reports. The CEO of dnata Ltd, UK, Gary Morgan, has a clear vision for dnata to become the
most admired air services provider, not just at Heathrow, but across
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Vestergaard celebrates
‘record-setting order’
VESTERGAARD HAS ANNOUNCED what it describes as a “record-setting order” for 18 de-icing units from American Airlines. The company will be delivering 11 Elephant BETA Next
Generation de-icing vehicles to New York JFK and seven Next
Generation units to Chicago O’Hare to service the American
Airlines Envoy ﬂeet for the coming winter season.
Vestergaard North America is assisting American with
the integration of the de-icing units into the airline’s JFK
and O’Hare operations. The expectation is that there will be
an immediate increase in schedule integrity, as well as improved environmental footprint, customer service and cost
of operations throughout the winter season.
According to Vestergaard, the Elephant BETA Next Generation offers a 40% increase in spray coverage over the previous
BETA model, together with increased fuel efﬁciency, a reduction in de-icing ﬂuid use, greater ease of operation, a higher
level of reliability and “the lowest maintenance costs of any
aircraft de-icing system available. The BETA Next Generation
is the most cost-effective de-icing unit on the market,” it says.
As technological improvements are released, they can be
qui kl dd d t th BETA N t G n r ti n Curr nt pti n
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DNATA BEGAN PROVIDING GROUND handling services at
the UK’s Manchester International Airport in October. The
gateway represents dnata’s second passenger handling operation in the UK, supplementing its cargo operations at the
regional hub.
The company’s ground handling operations at the airport
began with serving Emirates’ three daily ﬂights and, in December, dnata will add Cathay Paciﬁc’s four weekly ﬂights from
Hong Kong.
“The UK’s regional hubs are vital connectors of people and
cargo,” comments Gary Morgan, CEO of dnata’s UK operations.
“We had already moved to a larger refurbished cargo handling
facility at Manchester Airport earlier this year, and the addition of ground handling services is a vote of conﬁdence in
dnata’s services and safety record.”

LEKTRO’s break into the major airline market. “Beyond our
legendary reliability and smooth operation, LEKTRO has more
OEM certiﬁcations than any other towbarless towing vehicle
manufacturer,” insists Henry Balensifer, LEKTRO’s communications director. “In particular, the AP8950SDB-AL-200 is the
only towbarless towing vehicle certiﬁed to tow the Dash 8/
Q400 all the way up to the A321 and B737-900ER. It is the most
versatile, OEM-approved towbarless tow vehicle in the singleaisle market.”
During the certiﬁcation process, LEKTRO invented an automatic aircraft recognition system that senses the aircraft
weight and adjusts the tug acceleration characteristics to mitigate nose gear stress. This comes as standard on all AP8950SDB-AL-200 tow vehicles.
Then, in late October, LEKTRO announced the sale of its
4,500th electric towbarless tow vehicle, the unit being acquired by Jet Aviation Dubai. According to LEKTRO: “The milestone purchase establishes LEKTRO’s leadership in the aircraft
towing industry as having sold more towbarless tractors than
any other company in the world.”

LEKTRO AP8950SDB-AL-200
all set for action

Air BP adds presence at
Tancredo Neves and Biarritz

OREGON, US-HEADQUARTERED LEKTRO Inc recently announced that its largest aircraft tow tractor, the AP8950SDBAL-200, has been certiﬁed by Airbus for use on the A321 aircraft. The welcome news came less than six months after the
company had received certiﬁcations to tow the A318, A319
and A320. Now approved to tow the complete Airbus A320
family, and already having been certiﬁed for the B737 family
of aircraft, the AP8950SDB-AL-200 is now cleared to handle all
major single-aisle passenger jets.
Capable of towing aircraft of up to 210,000 lb, the AP8950SDB-AL-200 was introduced in 2013, marking the origins of

AIR BP, THE INTERNATIONAL AVIATION fuel products and service supplier, has strengthened its South American network by
launching a new offering in Brazil. The service now provided at
Tancredo Neves International Airport, Belo Horizonte, is said
by Air BP to underpin the company’s strategic plans to grow its
general aviation and commercial business in the region.
The fuelling facility provides jet fuel and is staffed by an
Air BP operational team. The airport serves the Belo Horizonte
metropolitan area, and is the ﬁfth-busiest in Brazil in terms of
passenger trafﬁc. Air BP already had a presence at two of the
four busiest airports in the country – Rio de Janeiro’s Galeão

dnata adds to Manchester
handling operation
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Manchester shows off
new Terberg DTS-supplied
Oshkosh ﬁre trucks
MANCHESTER AIRPORT’S FIRE SERVICE has ofﬁcially unveiled six new Oshkosh Global Striker Vehicles, supplied to
the airport by Oshkosh’s UK distributor Terberg DTS. The
vehicles form part of a £4.2 million (US$6.8 million) investment into the airport’s ﬁreﬁghting operation.
The six new Oshkosh ﬁre vehicles are equipped with
forward-looking infra-red (FLIR) cameras, High Reach Extendable Turrets (also known as ‘Snozzles’) and the latest in
environmentally-friendly foam.
They were manufactured in and shipped from Wisconsin,
USA, with the ﬁnal vehicle arriving at the airport in late September. All 84 ﬁreﬁghters who are based at Manchester Airport are now fully trained to use the vehicles and equipment.
Alisdair Couper, managing director at Terberg DTS, comments: “By pre-planning the operator training, which was
completed prior to delivery, this has enabled Manchester
Airport to put the new Oshkosh ﬁre vehicles into operation
immediately upon arrival. We have worked closely with the
ﬁreﬁghters at Manchester and Oshkosh to provide a vehicle
solution speciﬁc to their operational needs and the results
have been astounding.”
At the unveiling of the new vehicles, Steve Metcalf, Manchester Airport’s chief ﬁre ofﬁcer & emergency services manager, said: “The introduction of this ﬂeet has presented us
with the opportunity to introduce a new operational model
incorporating a completely fresh approach, adopting revised
tactics and techniques to enable us to create a safer environment for our passengers, operating crews and ﬁreﬁghters.
These are exciting times for the Fire & Rescue Service at Manchester Airport as these new procedures, supported by our
new vehicles, have modernised our operation.
“We’re investing in a safer future and it’s of the utmost
importance to us as an airport that both our staff and passengers are in a safe environment at all times, and our investment in these vehicles underlines our commitment in
this area. The Oshkosh Global Striker Vehicles are equipped
with the latest technology which helps to make ﬁreﬁghter
jobs safer and more efﬁcient, protecting both them and our
passengers in the event of a crisis situation, which while we
hope never happens, we must be prepared for,” he added.
AND, IN RELATED NEWS, Oshkosh Airport Products Group
has delivered two new generation Oshkosh Striker Aircraft
Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) vehicles and one Oshkosh
H-Series high-speed blower vehicle to Hector International
Airport in Fargo, North Dakota.
ARFF services at Hector International had been provided
by the adjacent North Dakota Air National Guard air base
but the base no longer requires these services due to its
conversion to unmanned aircraft. “Due to the changes in
ARFF responsibilities, we’re in the midst of a transition,
and our team is getting used to operating the new equipment,” notes Darren Anderson, assistant airport director
at Hector International. “We’re a small, but growing, hub
airport with 20 consecutive months of boarding increases.
And these new pieces of Oshkosh equipment are a nice addition to our ﬂeet.”
Hector International also purchased an Oshkosh H-Series high-speed blower to augment the ﬂeet’s existing pair
of H-Series high-speed ploughs and brooms. “Our problem
was that our previous blower couldn’t keep up with the
rest of the equipment,” Anderson explains. “Although I’m
not anxious for winter to arrive, we’ll soon put the new HSeries to the test.”

Oshkosh has delivered two Strikers and one H-Series
high-speed blower to Hector International Airport
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Airport and São Paulo’s Guarulhos Airport.
Then, on 1 October, Air BP strengthened its French network with the addition of a new station at Biarritz Airport.
The new location represents a further expansion for Air BP
in France following the addition of Pau Pyrenees in July and
Cannes Mandelieu in February.
Air BP is also expanding its global footprint by means of acquisition. In September, the fuel service provider announced
an agreement to purchase the aviation fuel business Statoil
Fuel & Retail Aviation AS (SFR Aviation) from Canadian company Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc. The deal will add around
73 new airports in the Nordic countries and Northern Europe
to Air BP’s 600-strong global fuels network. The deal, which is
subject to regulatory approvals, is expected to close by the end
of 2014, the company conﬁrmed.
David Gilmour, chief executive of Air BP, notes: “Bringing
SFR Aviation’s business into our own strengthens our position
in Scandinavia, which is an attractive region for the aviation
industry, especially in the general aviation market. This deal
will grow BP’s airport coverage, as well as introduce us to new
customers, and give us access to SFR Aviation’s quality infrastructure and operations. It complements our existing presence in the region and will allow us to expand where we see
long-term prospects.
“As a competitive, leading supplier in the region we’ll be
offering our new commercial airline, general aviation and military customers Air BP’s full range of services including security of supply, product quality assurance, our technical services
offer, and 24/7 customer support,” Gilmour adds.

Liquip Aviation’s management
to buy Beta Fluid Systems
THE NORTH AMERICA-BASED management team of Liquip’s
Aviation division has together with the Alfons Haar Group
entered into a definitive purchase agreement to buy the assets of Beta Fluid Systems, Inc – also part of Liquip – from
the McAleese Group of Australia. The transaction is expected to close on 31 October 2014, just as Airside International
goes to press.
“The objective for our management team was to partner
with a company that aligns with our commitment to reliability, support and delivery, and also demonstrates a culture of
long-term investment in product innovation. Our partnership
with Alfons Haar meets all of these objectives,” says Jon DeLine, president of Liquip’s Aviation division. “They are an exciting addition to our business who gives us access to technology that provides an increased value to our customers.”

“This partnership allows Alfons Haar to invest alongside
a high-performance team that is growing in regions and segments of the market that are a perfect ﬁt for Alfons Haar and
our fuelling components,” adds Thomas Haar, managing partner of Alfons Haar. “Customers across the Americas will still
have the great reliability and support they have today in Beta,
coupled with highly innovative options from Alfons Haar in
the near future.”
Liquip Aviation | Beta Fluid Systems, located in Reidsville, North Carolina, is a manufacturer of commercial and
military aviation fuelling systems, including aviation refuelling hydrant dispensers, refuellers, filtration vessels and
aviation refuelling system components. Beta Fluid Systems
has thousands of refuelling units in service in over 40 countries worldwide.
Alfons Haar Maschinenbau, based in Hamburg, Germany
is a prominent player in the design and manufacture of fueling systems, components, and technologies for aviation and
petroleum industries.
Prior to the news of the acquisition, in late August Liquip
Aviation | Beta Fluid Systems completed the delivery of 50
aviation refueller modules and hydrant dispenser carts to Pertamina Aviation, the aviation fueling division of Indonesia’s
national oil company.
According to Liquip, not only did the company deliver the
units on time, but over half of them arrived well ahead of
schedule. “Pertamina contracts are some of the most stringent
in the world in terms of delivery and reliability requirements,
especially in remote harsh conditions. Beta has a unique capability to deliver reliable products, in high volume, on time,”
insisted DeLine.
Pertamina Aviation manages all commercial aviation fuelling at Indonesia’s 230 airports. Airlines depend on fuelling
equipment to keep them ﬂying, so any equipment downtime
in remote areas can be extremely damaging to local economies. “When reliability, support, and on-time delivery are the
key decision drivers, customers choose us. Everyone here is
focused on helping our customers turn their fuel into proﬁt,”
DeLine points out.

DCAA welcomes Dubai upgrade
SHEIKH AHMED BIN SAEED AL MAKTOUM, president of the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority
(DCAA), chairman of Dubai Airports and chairman and CEO of Emirates Airline and Group, has
observed that this summer’s refurbishment of two runways at Dubai International Airport represented a strategic infrastructure development that will enable the gateway to absorb further
trafﬁc growth.
In his column in the September edition of Via Dubai, the ofﬁcial newsletter of DCAA, he
commented: “The project has been acknowledged as the biggest specialised refurbishment
of airport runways in the modern history of civil aviation. Dubai International Airport is now
ready to reap the beneﬁts of this major investment and remarkable achievement.”
Sheikh Mohammed Abdulla Ahli, director general of the DCAA, added: “The upgraded
runways will go a long way in handling the air trafﬁc which has been consistently growing
between ﬁve to seven percent annually, higher than the global average of 3.5 per cent.”
He noted that the runways now have High Speed Turnoff (HST) allowing aircraft to vacate that
much quicker and thereby permitting others to land or depart in a shorter space of time. The frequency of aircraft arrivals is being increased from the present 33 to 45 an hour by 2016 as a result.
The UAE airspace system currently handles approximately 600,000 movements a year.
Dubai is projected to handle 660,000 movements by 2020, while Dubai’s passenger and cargo
aircraft movements are projected to reach 416,650 and 35,000, respectively, in 2015.
Further investment lies ahead. On 8 September, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, vice president and prime minister of the UAE and the ruler of Dubai, approved gateway operator Dubai Airports’ plans to invest AED120 billion (US$32 billion) in the expansion
of the emirate’s second airport, Al Maktoum International Airport at Dubai World Central
(DWC).
The development is anticipated to be the biggest airport project in the world and will be built
in two phases over the next six to eight years. The ﬁrst phase of the project will include two satellite buildings in a 56 square kilometre area that can accommodate up to 100 A380 super jumbos
at any given time and ultimately will be capable of handling 200 million passengers a year.

Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al
Maktoum, president of the DCAA
and chairman of Dubai Airports

Sheikh Mohammed Abdulla Ahli,
director general of the DCAA
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